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BOD debates
Wilf's wages
Cayenne pleased with treatment of workers in
Wilf's and Turret, but directors raise concerns
MIKE BROWN
NEWS EDITOR
The concerns of a couple Wilf's
staff members have sparked debate
within the WLUSU board room,
raising questions among some directors about the salary and benefits practices in the university's two
drinking establishments, Wilf's and

the Turret.
The issue was initially brought
forth by three Wilf's shift managers who expressed their frustration
with a change in the bar's policy
this year at the November 2 WTUSU

Sydney

Helland

board of directors meeting.
While past years have seen three
employees paid at the shift manager salary per day $1.05 more
for kitchen staff and $0.25 more
for servers it's now down to one,
explained Fergus Mulhern at the
-

DON'T BE HATIN'

-

After targeted vandalism, the Rainbow Centre has moved their literature inside.

-

Homophobia
causes concern
Incidences of homophobic hate crime targeted at the Rainbow Centre during
the week of its launch leave campus leaders looking for answers
ASHLEY JANG
STAFF WRITER

Rainbow Centre volunteer coordinator and program officer. No one
has been charged with these two

Laurier's LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and queer) community has been the target of recent
hate crimes on campus, and some
leaders on campus have expressed
disgust.
These incidents have been directed primarily at Laurier's Rainbow Centre, a centre designed to
enhance the university experience for LGBTQ students through
awareness, education, advocacy
and support.
The Rainbow Centre, which was
developed as a student service over
this past summer, recently had

crimes yet.
In one incident, security found
two students standing behind MacDonald House residence beside a

brochures

stolen on two occasions
their

from a display case outside
office.

"It was theft and destruction of
property; our pamphlets were destroyed on one occasion and left

ripped up in front of our door,
on another occasion pamphlets

were stolen and the rest
of hear-say," says Tiffany

is sort
Naven,

pile of unidentifiable smoldering
papers, spitting on them. Security was unable to prove the papers
were from the Rainbow Centre, so
no action could be taken.
Similar incidents have occurred
where posters put around campus
have been taken down. "We usually
put up between 75 and 100 posters
a week and normally by Monday
or Tuesday about half of them are
left up and the rest are usually destroyed," says Naven.
This is not the first time this has
occurred at Laurier. Throughout
the past few years there have been
minor incidents but "this is the first
time that I've seen something so
blatantly thrown in our faces," says

JD Muir, vice president of university
affairs for WLUSU.
"This was an attack against Lau-

meeting.

"There's been a cut in the amount
of time shift leaders get paid," said
Mulhern. "[lt] doesn't mean that...
there's a decrease in responsibility
or a decrease in stress, but it does
mean there's a decrease in pay."
He also noted that he's worked
in the Wilf's kitchen for three years
without receiving a raise beyond
those granted by provincial increases to minimum wage.
WLUSU President Allan Cayenne
explained that the change this year

was owing to the hiring of a second
assistant manager to alleviate the
workload of shift managers, but the
question has prompted the interest
of a few directors regarding general
human resources policies in the
Union-run establishments.
Cayenne made a presentation to
the board at last Thursday's meeting, comparing the benefits package of Wilf's and Turret employees
to industry standards. The Wilf's

package includes 50 percent off
staff meals an hour before or after shifts, employee of the month

prizes valued at $100 and flexible,
holiday-free schedules.
Cayenne also presented numbers that showed only 4.5 percent
turnover since September 4 at
Wilf's, and 3 percent at the Turret.
"How we run our business operation is, basically, we start fresh
each year, so it's like we're opening

the business again each year," said
Cayenne. "If you look at the general
market, you'll generally see 20 to 30
percent turnover when opening a
new store, so we're well below industry average in terms of that.

"It's not exactly the same because we're not technically opening a brand new store every year,
but the process that we go through
is very similar."
-

SEE WILF'S, PAGE 3

rier property. It was vandalism, it
was destruction and it was something that could be charged."
Laurier security is trying their
best to put an end to these hate
crimes, says Rod Curran, director

of Community Safety and Security.
"Our area will not tolerate discrimination on campus and if we do
catch someone on campus we will

lay criminal charges."
According to Lori Bona-Hunt, associate director ofcommunications
and public affairs at the University
of Guelph, they have experienced
similar incidents.
"[Homophobic] graffiti messages
have been sprayed on stairwells,
outside the library, and other places
around campus," says Bona-Hunt.
Guelph's president Alastair Summerlee has responded to these hate
crimes by sending campus-wide emails to express how disappointing
it is.

In an attempt to raise awareness
and acceptance for the LGBTQ

Sydney Helland

TIME FOR A SHAKE UP? BOD debates HR policies for Wilt's staff.
-

SEE RAINBOW, PAGE 5
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Luminera brightens campus Monday night, raising $2,200 for the Grand River Hospital
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"Yeah, I've played with old lesbians."
-

Aria Latto-Hall, on her women's hockey league exploits
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The

Quad

was bright on Mon-

day evening as the Charity Ball
committee hosted the annual
Luminera event. A faint smell of
wax lingered in the air around the
Quad as 1,200 candles flickered in
white paper bags.
The Charity Ball committee
raised $2,200 from candle sales

$1,500.

"We're doing so well for ourselves; we've raised a lot of money so far," says Darcy Maslen,
co-ordinator of the Charity Ball
committee.

Maslen and the Charity Ball
awareness executive Laura Cro-

chetiere are both impressed with

the help they have gotten with the
event.

"We have wonderful general
volunteers," says Crochetiere,
explaining that many more students volunteered their help for
this year's campaign than last year
because of a change in the hiring
process. Volunteers are now hired
through WLUSU.
Now the challenge for Maslen
and Crochetiere lies in preparing

Helland

for Charity Ball, their biggest event
of the year.
"A lot of people are looking forward to it but they didn't know
about it last year so the biggest
thing is getting the word out," says
Maslen.
This year's Charity Ball will take
place in March and will have a Parisian theme. Tickets are going on
sale in February.

Union talks call on Cayenne

the Wilfrid Laurier University community.
Started In 1926 as the College Cord, The Cord Weekly is an
editorially independent newspaper published by Wilfrid
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Preamble to The Cord Constitution
The Cord willkeep faith with its readers by presenting news and
expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately and fairly.
The Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation of all
relevant facts in a news report, and of all substantial opinions in
a matter of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical
conventions of journalism. When an error of omission or of
commission has occurred, that error shall be acknowledged

promptly.
When statements are made that are critical of an individual, or
an organization, we shall give those affected the opportunity to
reply at the earliest time possible.

Ethical

journalism requires impartiality, and consequently
conflicts of interest and the appearance of conflicts of interest
will be avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around
it, and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world with a special
focus on Wdfrid Laurier University, and the community of
Kitchener-Waterloo, and with a special ear to the concerns
of the students of Wilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately, The
Cord will be bound by neither philosophy, nor geography in
its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press and
This obligation is best fulfilled when debate
and dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the
paper, and through The Cord's contact with the student body.

freedom of speech.

The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of
neither repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the
student press is to act as an agent of social awareness, and so
shall conduct the affairs of our newspaper.

WLUSU President seeks student opinion before
taking stance on their potential unionization
STEVE NILES
STAFF WRITER

presented with," he said. "I also
want as much student feedback as

possible."
The potential labour dispute between the university and the Staff
Association has taken a significant
new direction with the introduction of Student Union President
Allan Cayenne as an advisor to all
parties concerned.
Cayenne has become involved
in order to gauge student opinion regarding potential unionization of student labour and deliver
it to all parties affected. Since he
became aware of the situation in
September, Cayenne has worked
diligently to catch himself up with
all pertinent information, he says.
"Now I am at the point where
it will be really easy for me to go

through everything because I have
all the information right now," he
said, referring to a report he received from the university regarding comparable student labour
from universities across Canada.
Cayenne also added that any official stance he would take would
come after careful consideration
of the facts and discussion with the
WLUSU board of directors.
"I want to have an educated
view on the entire situation I'm
doing my best to keep everyone's
personal opinions out of it, and
really go based on the facts I am
...

Cayenne was quick to add, however, that he may only take an official stance if asked for it. If the
parties involved sit down for formal negotiations and ask for him
to formulate an official opinion, it
is at that moment that he will form
one in consultation with the board
of directors.
Cayenne has been active in formulating an idea as to general student opinion regarding potential
unionization. He has informally
surveyed students in jobs potentially affected by the changes, such
as employees at the Bookstore, Library, IT Services, the athletic department and other areas.
"For the most part, the students
have
talked to have said they want
I
to know more about what they are
getting into," he said.
Cayenne added that generally,
students are happy with the job
experiences and has not received

significant negative feedback.
"For the most part, the students
are satisfied with their employment with the university," he said.
"To me that indicates that there
is not necessarily a need for a

change."
WLUSA President Keith Goulet
agrees that the student opinion is

vital in any further process.
[Cayenne] is the representative
of the students and it's his job to
communicate now with the students what goes on with this particular issue," said Goulet.
Goulet also noted that the decision to bring Cayenne into the fold
was important to him and the Staff
Association.
"Cayenne became involved
because the SA felt it was time to
bring the students in on this issue,"
he said. "It was the SA that initiated the discussion with Allan, not
"

the university."
Allison Roberts, vice president
of human resources with the university, feels that communication
is her desired goal. Arbitration
is the worst-case scenario and it
changes the relationship between
the both parties involved.
"It shouldn't be a competition,
because what's good for the organization is good for the employees and vice versa," she said. "You
don't use arbitration to solve your

problems."
She also added that the relationship with the Staff Association is
beginning to take on a more competitive aspect.
"We've always had a great relationship with the Staff Association," she said. "For some reason,
on this issue we are just dug in,
and it does feel adversarial," she
said.
"I have given what I think are
very good offers on the table
we're open to talking, but I think
...

the union doesn't want anything
but their going in position," she
said. "They want all the students...
and it's not responsible for me as
an HR person to allow that."
Goulet confirmed that the relationship has become strained recently. "It's a very big and contentious topic," he said. "In some ways
you have to expect some adversity
because the two sides
have dif...

ferent opinions about particular
areas of student work."
"It's not uncommon to have adversity," he added.
The principal parties involved
are hoping to meet in December
as a first step to hopefully negotiate an agreement relating to this
issue and to prevent arbitration,
something which no party seeks.
"I have been in contact with
both Allison Roberts and Keith
Goulet... we're working on setting
up a date for that meeting," said
Cayenne.
Goulet added that involving
Cayenne in any further talks is

important.
"I believe the students should
know
and that's why Allan Cayenne is involved now in any discussion about student work."
Goulet also assured students
that their elected leader will remain crucial. "Allan Cayenne will
play a key role in any future talks
about this topic," Goulet said.
...

See PAGE 20 for editorial reaction
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Have you ever been
affected by hate
crimes?

"I've heard a bunch of slurs thrown
around but I've never been personally
affected."
Michelle Robb
Fourth-Year Fine Arts
-

"I've never been a victim of that. I have
cousins who have been singled out
because they're brown."
Richa Lai
Fourth-Year Business

-

-
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New direction for diversity
WLU decides not to renew probationary period
of inaugural diversity coordinator
LAURA CARLSON
STAFF WRITER

school is subject to this probationary term, regardless of their position within the university.

As of early last week, Laurier's
new student diversity coordinator

"The obligation of the employer
is to provide ongoing feedback as
to how that individual is doing,
and to make sure that they clearly
understand the goals and objectives of their position."

position is again vacant. Just shy
of her three-month mark at WLU,
the university opted not to extend
the probationary status of Majorie
Brown.

The position held by Brown was
developed this year, and the aim in
creating her job was to raise awareness regarding student diversity.
Brown worked with the organizations that fell under the diversity
umbrella, which included both
the Rainbow Centre and Women's
Centre. While the university as a
whole worked to develop a concrete diversity structure, Brown's
role was to focus on creating a safe
space for students on campus.
However, as Brown's 90-day
probationary term came to a close,
she was not asked to retain her
position at the university. Allison
Roberts, assistant vice president
of human resources, explains
that any new staff member of the

of the Rainbow Centre, worked
closely with Brown and explains

that there was no single cause to
Brown's dismissal. Instead, it was
a situation that "escalated over the
past month or so."
"We voiced our concern as volunteers of the Rainbow Centre,

and myself as a coordinator, about
the way she was working with the
queer community specifically."
With a background in race,
ethnicity and culture, Brown was
blunt about her

"We voiced our concern as
volunteers of the Rainbow Centre,
and myself as coordinator, about
the way she was working with the
queer community specifically."

exposure to the
commuqueer
nity coming into

her position. "I
don't know anything about queer
issues," she said.
Naven explains
Naven,
Rainbow
Centre
thatBrown
"made
Tiffany
the commitment
to learn about
those issues, which in the end was
In accordance with this method,
Brown met once a week with the not the way it went."
dean of students, David McMurAside from problems within the
Rainbow Centre, Brown admits to
ray. Although optimistic and excited about the future of diversity
having minor disputes with other
at Laurier, McMurray understands
staff members. "Basically, I heard
that there will be "little bumps in [the faculty] were all going to boythe road."
cott anything to do with diversity if
Tiffany Naven, coordinator I was involved."
-

As Brown searches for answers,
she looks to the university and explores some of the glitches present
within the diversity structure.

"My understanding ofwhat's going on is there hasn't been a lot of
agreement around how to do this
work. [But] everybody knows the
work is important."
At the present moment the university has not made an official decision regarding whether they will
hire a new diversity coordinator.
Brown, for her part, has hired a
lawyer to explore if she has a valid
case regarding concerns she had
after reviewing her HR files. She
will be presenting her lawyer with
a file that she says thoroughly doc-

her history as the diversity
coordinator at Laurier, and will
uments

then allow him to make a decision
if the situation is worth pursuing.
From a human resource perspective, Brown might not have
much of a case, says Roberts.
"Under the WLUSU collective
agreement, for instance, the terminations that have been made dur-

ing the probationary period are

grievable," explains Roberts,
commenting on the university's

not

general practice.

'What the board says goes': Cayenne
-

"In high school, my Jewish friend's
house got torn apart, there were
swastikas painted in red.... I think
people need to grow up."
Anish Khithari
Second-Year Business
-

"No one's ever communicated it to me
but I'm not naive enough to think it
doesn't happen

Sandeep Gill
Fourth-Year Business
-

"I always worry about it happening but
never experienced anything towards
there are always people saying
homophobic comments around you."

me...
-

Shawn Watt

Second-Year Business
Compiled by Tony Ferguson, photos by

David Goldberg

FROM WILF'S, COVER

"lt's not exactly the same because we're not technically opening a brand new store every year,
but the process that we go through
is very similar."
Some directors, however, questioned whether that process is the
best it can be.
"We constantly have a high
turnover, especially in Wilf's, and
every September, we always have
this issue where people are critical
of the staff and everything because
there's such high turnover," noted Bryn Ossington, at the board
meeting adding that they need to
look at giving incentives to retain
quality staff.
"We shouldn't be thinking that
more jobs would be created by
us not giving out incentives," explained Ossington. "We should be
looking at it in both trying to keep
performance as high as it is at the

end of the year and with providing
our dedicated staff with some incentive to be so dedicated."
According to Cayenne, those
incentives come in less tangible
forms, like the knowledge of a fun
working environment, preferential
consideration for more sought-after positions and growth and development opportunities.
"None of the private sector places have that ability to constantly
turn over their management and
provide new leadership opportunities for people coming in, and I
think that is a great way that we attract people coming back year after
year," said Cayenne. "We definitely
offer that over any other place."
He thinks these incentives result
in many people getting wage in-

Sydney

Helland/File Photo

A CONSERVATIVE POUR? The BOD questions whether campus establishments provide incentive to staff.
-

creases inpractice, simply through
moving up in the corporation.
"You don't get a raise if you
come back year after year," he explained. "You get a raise if your

position changes."
Director Kathryn Flynn was
unconvinced.
"What if someone hits bartender [status] second year, but they're
a working student?" she asked her
colleagues at the meeting. "That's
three years of the same pay, which
I think was the complaint of the
members of the gallery and that
just doesn't seem fair to me."
-

Though impressed with the benefits packages offered in the on-

campus establishments, a number
of directors seemed to think a shift
in mindset was needed.
"Just because the private sector
has a certain policy or a certain
habit doesn't necessarily make it
right for the Students' Union," said
Flynn.
While no resolution has been
brought to this issue so far, Cay-

enne remains receptive to the
feedback of the board of directors.

"When it comes down to the bottom line of VVLUSU, what the board
says goes, so basically the board
has the power to do whatever they
want in the Students' Union. That's
the power the students have given
them as directors."

Clarification: Matt Symes was a participant of the Canadian
Battlefields foundation tour and not the Laurier-run Cleghorn battlefield tour, as written in the Nov 15 Cord story, "Students storm
beaches of Normandy." Students are encouraged to apply for both
tours regardless of their course of studies.

News
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Local MP to work with
post-secondary ed
The,

Record reports that Kitchen-

er Centre IVIPP John Milloy was
offered an assistant position with
Cabinet Minister Chris Rentiey.

"Coming from Waterloo Region, where so much is going on
in terms of post-secondary eduthe two universication with
ties and Conestoga College, it's
a great opportunity and a great
fit," he said, drawing on his local
...

Fraser's francophonie
Canada's language
czar preaches the
importance of
respecting both of our
official languages
TONY FERGUSON
NEWS EDITOR

roots.

Milloy's main purpose will be
to supervise how funds are distributed regarding post-secondary education for UW and WLU.
And even though Milloy will be
the one bringing home the hefty
paycheck, residents of Kitchener-Waterloo can celebrate the
fact that the amount of people
in the Ontario government who
were bom and raised in K-W is
continuing to grow.
MPPs who are Parliamentary
Assistants make $101,694.

Math whiz team
represents Laurier
The 2006 ACM East Central North
America Programming Contest
took place last week at the Sheridan institute of Technology in
Oakville.
Laurier placed 30 out of 116
teams in the event. Schools came

from all over Ontario and even as
far away as Miami.
Competition was tight. "We
were given problems and had
to write programs to solve the
problem in under five seconds.
There were eight questions and
the whole competition was five
hours long" said WLU team
member Olav Jordan, when ex-

plaining the event.

Changes at WLU
Registrar's Office
Students want changes in the
registrar's office and Vice President: Academic Sue Horton and
WLUSU President Allan Cayenne
say they shall be done.
After a comprehensive review,
it has been deemed that the students seek better communication and reduced wait times.
"To be effective, we need to
communicate with students
in their language
and that's
through computers as well as by
phone and in person," said Glennice Snyder, acting registrar.
According to students, they are
happy with the help they receive
but would like it to be done more
efficiently.
"It's important that students
have a good experience with
the registrar's office," said Horton. "We are a student-focused
university."

sixth
Commissioner of Official Languages, spoke to a mostly student
audience in the Senate and Board
Chambers last night. Fraser spoke
about the history of the French
language in a predominantly English-speaking country and the challenges associated with supporting
the rights of a French population.
Fraser is a well-known and highly regarded journalist with over 40
years of experience writing for various publications such as the Toronto Star, Maclean's and the Globe
and Mail.
He began the lecture with a history of language rights in Canada
since the time of Laurier, a time
when the French language was under threat of extermination by the
English elite. Regardless of these
attempts at suppression, from then
on Canada found itself dealing
with an increasingly French and
multicultural society. The interests
of French society came to a boiling
point in the early sixties, as Fraser
explained, when an important cul-

Graham Fraser,

Canada's

minating point was reached.
In September 1962, Maurice
Lamontagne, one of Pearson's
ministers, handed him a short but
very important memo regarding

the state of the French language,
the rest of Canada and the relationship between the two. As Fraser explained, the memo set forth three
agendas which "were up to the Liberal party to set out and achieve."

Veronica Hughes

DES AUTRES

QUESTIONS? Fraser spoke both English and French in his lecture while answering questions.
-

to answer important questions re-

garding Canada and its two official
languages.
"There's a tendency to think of
French language laws in Canada
as a Pierre Trudeau dream," says
Fraser. "In fact it was Maurice
Lamontagne's proposal that did

of bilingualism and biculturalism

this groundwork."
Language policy in Canada has
come a long way since then, after
experiencing a few bumps in the
road along the way.
One such bump was the "Jean
Delaire Affair" which was a battle
fought by French-speaking pilots
over their right to communicate in
French to air traffic controllers. It
was such a contentious fight that
Trudeau lost two cabinet members

was created, which today still seeks

over it.

These were the patriation of the
constitution, the creation of a national flag and anthem and the cre-

ation of an officiallybilingual country. Shortly after, the commission

more prominent within most parts
ofCanada. As Fraser pointed out, it

is almost unthinkable these days to
have a unilingual Prime Minister.
He wasn't so quick to dismiss
Canada's language policy as a problem solved, however.
"There continue to be seriously
dysfunctional elements in Canada's
language policy," he says.
There are seven million Frenchspeaking Canadians, four million of
whom do not speak English. Here
Fraser points to the importance of
bilingualism in Canada. That vibrant and culturally diverse population has so much to offer the rest
of Canada but it all goes to waste
if we cannot comprehend their

message.
"How can it be that English Canada cannot understand their films,
their plays, their music, their debates?" he posed.
Fraser reminded the audience of
just how close the issue oflanguage
is to Canadians.
"Language remains at the core
of the country just like race in the
United States and class in Britain,"
he said.
He concluded by saying that
French, although a minority language, is not to be treated as an
alien one, which it is by many
Canadians.
"English and French are Canadian languages, not foreign
languages, and they belong to all
Canadians."
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Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

...
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Today, the situation is much different as the French language is

In only two semesters in Marketing Management,
you can have some of the most sought after
business skills.
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OCAS web site www.ontariocolleges.ca
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Violent iMuggings
on the rise
MICHELLE DOBROVOLNY
THE UNITER U OF WINNIPEG
WINNIPEG (CUP) iPods are a hot
item for Winnipeg street criminals.
Just ask Michael, the first-year student who was assaulted on the
morning of Nov. 8 while walking
from the University of Winnipeg to
his telemarketing job.
Michael, who doesn't want his
last name used for safety reasons,
had even switched his white iPod
headphones to a generic Sony
brand in order to avoid becoming an easy target for iMuggers. It
didn't help.
"They actually hit me from behind before they even asked for
anything," he said.
Michael said he was punched
repeatedly in the face, and pushed
into a sidewalk planter before his
two attackers even demanded any
money. He said the headphones
had already made it obvious that
he had some kind of portable electronic device on him.
Crime involving the popular and
expensive iPod is a growing concern. A similar incident occurred
just three weeks earlier. Winnipeg
Police reported that two young ad—

In 2005, the NYC Metropolitan
Transportation Authority reported

that stolen iPods had led to a three
percent jump in subway crime. This
past August, the NYPD launched
"IDs for iPods" to combat the
problem.
Though iPods are usually a target
for pickpocketers in New York, in
Winnipeg the device seems to be
most commonly thieved through
aggression.
David Mauro, director of Security and Ambassador Services at
the U of W, said the Winnipeg Po-

lice Service has raised the issue of
iPod muggings with him. His department is now considering how
to tackle the problem around the
campus.

"We're going to be doing something with our security system on
this trend of victimizing people
with headphones, especially the
style of headphones that come with

an iPod," he said.

One of the best ways to avoid an
iPod mugging may simply be not
to use it when walking outside. Not

only are the headphones a surefire
way to draw the attention of a mugger, but the music isolates listeners
from their environment.
"The big thing is being aware of
your surroundings," said Mauro.
"One of the things we want to do
is discourage people from wearing
headphones on the street because
you can't be aware of your surroundings if you're listening to music. It's absolutely fundamental in
the inner city to be astute enough
to know what surrounds you."
Michael won't be wearing his
headphones while walking to work
anymore. But mostly, he plans to
avoid downtown altogether.
"I'm not going to be coming
down here, except for school," he
said.
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few of the union executives on

community, Laurier provides
positive space training, sessions
that run for approximately two

hours.
"They run sessions with information on LGTBQ with an overview of basic terminology and
group sessions in which you talk

about experiences," says Naven.
According to Naven, almost 500
students and faculty have received this training.
Completion of the training provides participants with buttons
and stickers, and many of these
stickers around campus have
been scratched up, according to
Muir. He initially brought the issue up for debate by sending an
email to some of the leaders on
campus, in which he questioned
why "such a small number" have
completed the training?
In an email response from the
positive space coordinators, they
too questioned the small num-

bers: "Why was the information
in the letter from Jim Butler to
all managers passed on to so few
staff members? Why have very

campus attended training?"
For their part, the Rainbow
Centre is continuing to run
events and raise awareness. "For
now we're just really trying to go
ahead with all our programming
and make sure that those who do
need a safe and positive space
know that they can still find it

here."
Laurier also provides something called alternative reporting. "If you see any vandalism or
you witness anything that could
be related to discriminatory or
hate crimes you can report it on
their website," says Muir. The
site can be accessed at www.wlu.

ca/report.
"There is no place whatsoever
in an educational community for
any incidents of homophobia,"
says David McMurray, dean of
students. "From a post-secondary educational perspective, it's
our responsibility to help educate
students and create positive, welcoming, and accepting relations
on campus."
See PAGE 20 for editorial reaction

documenting iPod muggings specifically in Winnipeg, the trend has
been analyzed in other cities such
as New York.

Fraud

Campus in which the side mirrors
were removed. CCTV footage for
the area is being reviewed.

Occurred: Various Dates
Special Constables are investigating a fraud in which a OneCard
was used to buy merchandise from
the Pizza Pizza located on University Ave. by someone other than
the owner ofthe card.

Theft Under $5000
Occurred: November 15, 2006,
1900hrs
Special Constables are investigating the theft of money from a wallet that was found in a classroom.

2006,

Special Constables in Brantford removed a well-known street person
from the Brantford Campus after
he was caught soliciting money
from students.

Property Damage

Occurred: November 15,2006,2400
~o3oohrs
Special Constables are investigating damage done to a vehicle
parked at the rear of St. Michael's

hrs

Trespassing
Occurred: November 19, 2006,
0221hrs
Special Constables removed and
banned a non-university male that
was removed from a residence
building but failed to leave the
property.

Alarm
Occurred: November 18,2006,1532 Drugs
Occurred: November 19, 2006,
hrs
0250hrs.
Brantford Special Constables attended a student residence in Special Constables investigated a
which the occupants burned some male student for suspected drug
bacon, setting off the fire alarm. use within a residence building.
The alarm was successfully reset The matter is being dealt with by
after it was determined that there Residence Life.
was no fire.
If you have any information regarding these or any other incidents
Intoxicated Person
18,
2006,
November
call Community Safety &
please
Occurred:
Security at 519-885-3333 or Crime
2133hrs
two
Constables
escorted
at 1-800-222-TIPS. You
Stoppers
Special
intoxicated 18-year-old females can also report a crime electroniback to their residence after one cally through the Campus Safety &
of them was found vomiting in the Security website.
washroom of the FNCC.
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Fraud
Occurred: multiple dates
Special Constables are investigating the fraudulent use of a OneCard to purchase merchandise
from various restaurants.

Special Constables removed two
males from a residence after they
were found wandering the hall.
Both males are students and have
been banned from that residence.
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Unwanted Person
Occurred: November 14,
2020hrs

Trespassing
Occurred: November 19,2006,0110

.

Graffiti
Occurred: November 10 -13, 2006,
time unknown
A Special Constable discovered
graffiti on the Faculty of Social
Work sign located on Duke Street.
The marking was made with a
black marker and reads, "GHOST
SHTC" PP&P was requested to remove the marking.

5

Positive Space training

Action News Hotline
519-581-1769

olescents were robbed of their iPods on their way home from school
on October 19.
While there are no statistics
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Hawks

'rolling'
after win
Laurier tender stands tall in first shutout of season
DAN POLISCHUK
SPORTS EDITOR
As the women's hockey team improved their record to 9-1 this past
Sunday, after shutting-out the visiting Guelph Gryphons 3-0, all indications seem to be pointing at another championship season for the

Hawks.
And while they may not have
played a 'complete' game, the
Hawks did just enough to pull out
the win while getting some solid
to
goaltending in the process
give them some more breathing
room in the surprisingly tight OUA
-

-

standings.
With nine games and 16 points
under their belts entering the game
against Guelph, the Hawks had reason to be wary of a possible upset
by the second place Gryphons.
And appropriately enough, it was
the visitors that tried to take it to the

1-0 for the Hawks.
Ironside, upon settling the pass,
pulled off a stellar backhand to
forehand move to undress Guelph

goaltender Aleisha Lusk and deposit it into the open net.
The game was nearly tied though
shortly after on yet another Gryphon power play. With an opposing
shooter getting a chance from the
top of the crease, Wielgosz came up
huge again to preserve the lead.
Feeding off the momentum, the

Hawks would score two goals three
minutes apart, starting with Daniela Di Felice's backhand goal in the
slot. Assistant Captain Fiona Aiston
would add another on the power
play by sweeping a shot from the
left face-off circle
beating Lusk
short side to make it 3-0.
With the lead in hand, the Hawks
appeared to get a little too comfortable as they looked to wrap-up
the game in the final frame. Luck-

-

Mike Whitehouse - Laurier Athletics

CHOP STICKS!

Forwards Laura Bartolini and Jen Heslin whack away at the puck in the Guelph crease.

Hawks early; helped by the fact that
they tallied three power play opportunities in the first period.
Laurier goalie Morgan Wielgosz
stepped up during her team's sluggish start though, making some key

ily, though, the goalie nicknamed
'Goose' bailed out her teammates
as the Gryphs buzzed around in
the. Laurier zone. In the end it was a

especially on a Guelph 5on-3 opportunity.
By the time the second period
came around though, the Hawks
started to prove why they have held
the OUA title for the last three years,
as they started to take the game
over in every aspect.
And as hard work usually does,
the effort finally paid off at the
12:27 mark when Andrea Ironside,

With the teams shuffling into
the dressing rooms, Laurier Head
Coach Rick Osborne admitted that
he would have liked to have seen
more life from his team in the third

little distance in the standings."
He was also quick to praise the
play of his netminder for staying
sharp, when her teammates in front
of her necessarily weren't.
"I thought Morgan was our defensive player of the game," commented Osborne.
"I was really pleased with her

period.
"I thought we played half a game
tonight... We were really dominate
in the second period. The first

play."
Wielgosz, who saw her goalsagainst average dip to a miniscule
1.50, was a lot more soft-spoken

they matched us with speed, tempo and pace and I thought they
matched us in the third," he said.
"I do like the spread 3 -0," he commented. "We're starting to make a

when asked to comment on her
first shutout of the year.
"We were rolling," said the thirdyear student out of Dorchester,
Ontario.

saves

-

after receiving an accurate saucer
pass from Andrea Bevan, finished
off a 2-on-l with a goal to make it

welcome contribution as the Hawks

preserved the victory and shutout.

...

-

"So far, we're doing very well for
ourselves," although they still need
to work on "stepping up the intensity, right from the get-go."
"We do struggle some games
with that," she said which was
pretty obvious on this night.
Regardless though, the Hawks
now have three more games before
they reach the midpoint of their
season. No doubt, with a younger
-

squad, the team will want to avoid
tailing off with their game play; a
notion supported by their coach.
"The last few years, the last few
games [of the first half] have been
really tough on us. They're
getting ready for exams
everyone
...

is getting sick of each other, sick
of me harping at them. This year,
it is different with this team," he

explained.
"We're a little more focused going
down the stretch. We've done some
interesting team-building mental
-

preparation stuff that's really trying to get us to focus strong going
into the break."
In terms of the team's adoption
of more quickness in their style of
play, Osborne admits to being "reasonably pleased" with the results.
"The speed/tempo pace is what
we try to dictate. Most nights we do
that... and we do it really well."
-

...

SPORTS BRIEFS
DAVE GOLDBERG
CORD INTERN
Hawks still skating sharply
The Hawks managed not to get
stung in a 3-2 win over Concordia
last weekend, which extended
their winning streak to eight

games.
Laurier roared out of the gate
by taking a 3-0 lead early in the

second period with goals from
Captain Matt Grennier, Nathan
Peacock and Riley Moher.
The Stingers managed to get
within one goal during the third

period thanks to markers from Simon Pierre Sauve and Brad Gager.
Fortunately they could not
invade the sanctity of Mike Thom-

son's crease.
The following evening, Laurier
took on UQTR. This match-up
presented itself as a knotted-up
affair, where play on the ice was
ruled by special teams.
It wasn't until the second period that a goal was scored, and
that goal came from Golden Hawk
Rob Dmytruk.
The Patriotes gained some
ground, though, by making it 2-1,
still in the second period.

Laurier tied it up with a power

play goal from Moher, but Beland
spoiled the coming back party to
put UQTR up 3-2, heading into
the final frame.
Laurier's Nick Verger forced an
overtime period but that would
solve nothing and the game ended in a 3-3 tie.
Basketball team settles for split
The road took its toll on the Golden Hawks as they escaped last
weekend with a loss and a very
narrow win in their games against
York and Laurentian, respectively.

The first half was a see-saw
battle as York and Laurier both
took the lead multiple times. But
York came out on top heading into
the dressing room with a score of

39-36.
Despite a distinctive effort from
Laurier forward Jesse McDonald,
who scored 13points, the Lions
out ran the Hawks.
The gap widened untilLaurier
fell through it. The final score was
80-63 for York.
Looking to rebound with a win,
the purple and gold headed up
to Northern Ontario to visit their
old foes at Laurentian where
-

they would eventually manage to
scrape up a 79-77 over-timevictory against the Voyageurs.
Both teams, which are both said

have a high-octane offence,
played it out very defensively in
to

the first.

Despite heading into the half
down by 12, Jeff Mitchell and his
14 straight points led the squad
into overtime where the gamewinning basket was scored by
Andrew Pennycook, right at the
buzzer.
With a 3-1 record, the men
welcome Ottawa this Friday for an
8:00pm tip-off.
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Show Sam Mitchell the door
With an embarassing start to the season, the time is right for general manager Bryan Colangelo to make a coaching change
at the NBA

MARK D. HOPKINS
STAFF WRITER

"Our defence is far ahead of our offence. Our defence has been, for

the most part, great."
Those were the words that Sam
Mitchell directed my way during
Raptors training camp last month.
After giving up 104.04 points per
game to opponents last season,
Mitchell was confident that this rebuilt Toronto squad would be able
to hold its own on the defensive
end this season.
Perhaps Sam Mitchell was lying
to me. Perhaps the head coach misread his team's defensive potential.
Perhaps he was lying to himself.
Regardless of the reasoning, the
Toronto Raptors defence is still, at
absolute best, utterly abysmal.
In many cases, I do not agree
with pointing fingers towards the

level.
"We're telling the guys: you have
two responsibilities," preached the
Raptors bench boss last month.
"Keep the guy in front of you and
contest shots."
Well at least the team is keeping
guys in front of them. It may be 15
feet away from them as they drain
three-ball after three-ball, but hey
at least they are in front of them.
-

The Raptors do have above av-

erage defensive players at their
disposal.
Morris Peterson is proven, Fred
Jones can defend, and Anthony
Parker works hard one-on-one on
both ends. While their big men and

point guards will not be nominated
for any defensive awards any time
soon, Mitchell's player rotations
are leaving many to scratch their

heads.
Taking the defensive minded
Peterson and Nesterovic out of the

starting line-up may have produced

this philosophy last year with Mike

a little more offence from the likes

James and Jose Calderon.
Not this year, however. But remember, at least they are keeping
their opponents in front of them.
And after all, their defence is better
than their offence.
Many rumours have circulated
that General Manager Bryan Colangelo wants to bring in "his guy" to
replace Mitchell after his contract
expires at the end of the season. I
say do it now. Team defence needs
to be improved if the Raptors even
want to begin dreaming of competing for the post-season.
While Mitchell may get another
gig in the NBA as a head coach
in the future, he does not fit in
Toronto. He has had his chance
with a number of different player

of Jorge Garbajosa; however, losing
120 110 is the same as losing 70
60 in the end.
Frustration was also apparent with the pair of Toronto point
guards Friday night in Los Angeles
en route to the Raptors' loss to the
Lakers. For some reason, Mitchell's
philosophy appeared to be to leave
a point guard, be it TJ Ford or Jose
Calderon, in the game only until he
heated up. Shordy thereafter, they
would be promptly placed on the
bench.
Why not play them together for
a couple of minutes? While some
may not be crazy about playing two
point guards at once, it has proven
to be effective at times.
Having two steady ball handlers
on the court in an up-tempo offence in spurts wouldn't hurt either. Mitchell himself even tried
-

-

compensate for their weaknesses.
Mitchell is not doing this at all.

For the sake of the Raptors' respectability, it is time for Colangelo
to rid himself of another Rob Babcock by-product. Gone are the likes
ofRafael Araujo. Mitchell should be
next on his agenda.

GOLDEN HAWK
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11.17.06
W Basketball 38 York 55
-

M Hockey 5

McGill 4

-

M Basketball 63 York 80
-

combinations.
One of a coach's duties is to put
his players into a position to win
emphasize their strengths and
-

11.18.06
W Volleyball 3 Windsor 0
M Hockev 2 Ottawa 7
M Volleyball 0 Windsor 3
W Basketball 64 Laurentian 66
M Basketball 79 Laurentian 77
-

-

-

-

-

men in suits on the bench. However, in this particular instance, Sam

11.7 9.06
M Volleyball 0 Western 3
W Volleyball 2 Western 3
W Hockey 3 Guelph 0
-

Mitchell will and should shoulder
the majority of the blame for the
Raptors' horrid start to their 2006

-

-

campaign.
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Raptors continued to have the as-

sociation's second worst defence,
giving up a paltry 105.88 points
per game thus far. Add in an opponent's field goal percentage of 48.3
percent. Is that the great defence?
Are fans to think that this embarrassing defence is better than the
team's offence?
There are many new players on
this year's squad. Some may excuse Mitchell with this reasoning in
saying that they players have to get
"used to" each other. While thatnotion is evidently difficult to disagree
with at times, it simply does not apply here.
The players are different, but
the coaching is the same. Having
a porous zone defence resembling
Swiss cheese, leaving opponents
free to shoot from the outside at
their leisure or plow through the
lane in their sleep is unacceptable

\

'

,

Through this past weekend, the

I
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-
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11.24.06
W Hockey vs Windsor
Waterloo Ree Complex, 7:3opm
W Basketball vs Ottawa
WLU Athleiu Complex, 6:o('ipm
M Basketball vs Ottawa
WLU Athletic Complex, 8:00pm
11.25.0b
M Hockey vs York

Watm-too Kec.
7:3opm
W Basketball vs Carleton
WLU /Uhklk Complex. 6:(>opm
M Basketball vs Carleton
I'VLU Athletic Complex, 8:00pm

-RE
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Rob Dmytruk
Men's Hockey
Whitney Rich
Swimming.
Contributed Photo

I GIVE UP!

\

-

-

Head Coach Sam Mitchell has not found the winning formula for his hapless Raptors squad.
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Exams just around the corner
Effective study breaks
keep your mind sharp,
rested, and stave off a
nervous breakdown

Suggestions for
productive studying;
remaining focused is
half the study battle

LYNSAY WELLHAUSER

NICOLE WRAY
STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

It's mid-December and you have
suddenly come to terms with
the fact that you haven't studied
enough for exams. Although you
haven't had class, you can't seem to
think of one productive thing you
have done. In short, you've been

It's a common nightmare for some
students; for others it's a very real
scenario: walking into an exam after a long night of studying, only
to get the test paper and realize
you've forgotten everything, even
though you had studied for six
hours straight.
Your brain, like your body, needs
some rest after it has been exercised. Burning out during study
week can almost be as dangerous
as not studying at all, so it's important to take a break every so often
while cramming for exams.

distracted, and distraction at university is impossible to avoid.

Leave your residence or house
(leave the computer at home)
There's a theory that residence
life is designed to distract. The
same this goes for living in a house
of university students, all looking
for any way to put off studying just
a little bit longer.

Napping is one way to recover
from long hours in the books. A
quick thirty-minute power nap not
only gets your mind off school, but
you also wake up refreshed and
ready to hit the books again.
Laurier students, however, seem
to want to keep their brains active during their study breaks.
Just as long as it's not active on
schoolwork.

"Not even exams will stop me
from watching Grey's Anatomy"
says first-year student Kaela Potter,
who likes to rest afterlong periods of
studying by watching her favourite
television shows. "Grey's, Heroes,
Lost... Anything but business."
Sara Galli, also first-year, cites
hanging out with friends as her
best distraction. "It's great, because
they get my mind off school. We go
shopping, or go out to eat, or just
hang around at someone's place
and talk. And after we've hung out,
I feel so much better and I think
'Yeah, okay, I can do this.'"
Greg Hewitt likes to unwind by
playing videogames. He rewards his
studying with a turn on his Xbox,
but it has its drawbacks. "You think,
'Hey, I'll play for half an hour and
then go back and finish.' But five
hours later, you're still playing."
"It's not funny. It's frustrating. Especially when your exam is tomorrow and you still have three chapters... Master Chief is awesome, but
when he starts hurting my grades,
we have a problem."
However, Hewitt also concedes
that despite how much time his
games consume, they are well
worth the trouble. "[Studying]
sucks, so anything you can do to
make it at least a little bit tolerable
is worth it."
Galli agrees. The reason you need
a break from studying is to "get
yourself into a positive mood," she
says. "If you're studying and you're
in a bad mood, you aren't going to
remember as much because you're
sitting there thinking about how
you don't want to be there."
"You just have to make sure you

get back to studying when you're
done. I think we've all made that
mistake."

We all know where to we can go
on campus to find a quiet place to
study, but often don't use these

Shane Porter

IS THIS YOU ON FRIDAY MORNING?

-

It's all about the work and party balance. Don't over do it like him.

Noisy neighbours, roommates and student ghettos are par for the university
course. Student Life looked up coping strategies to deal this exam season
CHELSEA GASKO
STAFF WRITER
You've got the stack of books, the
computer, the bucket of coffee, and
you're just settling down to an all-

nighter of hardcore essay writing.
What could be better?
But hark... what is this you hear?
Perhaps it's the unmistakable riff
of Back in Black vibrating through
your floor; perhaps it's the whooping and hollering of those delinquents down the street having a

better time than you; perhaps your
roommate is snoring.

Whichever the case, you're in
quite the pickle.
It's the unfortunate reality that
living in student housing means
living with some noise. It's all fun
and games when you're the rowdy
one, but when you're the loser with
the all-nighter, it doesn't get much
worse.
With so many students packed
into one building, residences are
bound to be noisy places.
Living with a constant din can be
fun and exciting, but it's also really
hard to get work done when voices
from the hallway beckon you and
a sweet lounge party is only feet

away.
While all residences do have quiet hours, there are no "alternative
living" buildings offered at Laurier
this year, and students who would

prefer a quieter atmosphere are
forced to party instead.
But do things change once second year hits and freedom rings?
"Nope!" says fourth-year history student Breanne Etherington.
Apparendy freedom rings a little
too loud in her nearby apartment
building.
"The apartment below us is really
keen on the bass. I'm paying just as
much to live here as they are," says
fellow building dwellerKate Schappert, fourth-year communications
student. "I hate having to leave
home to study... you have to put
real pants on."
"It's not so much that the noise
bothers me while I'm trying to
study," quips Etherington. "It's
more just a constant reminder that
I have to stay in and do work while
others get to party. It's already hard
enough for me to resist Phil's."
So it would seem that no matter
where you live there's going to be a
bit of hubbub.
But do not despair. You always
have the option to call Waterloo ByLaw on the noisy mob, even if it's
four in the morning.
Do this when you feel a little devilish, or when you have completely
memorized the bass line to every
Black Eyed Peas song blaring on
loop below you and you forget how
the songs sound with words.

There's no shame in ratting out

the makers of an unreasonable and
disrespectful amount of noise. In
the year 2005 a total of 1,556 noise
complaints were called into the
Waterloo By-Law office and in a
town with so many students one
might assume a good majority of
those complaints would be regarding students.
However, with dog barking, lawn
mowing, and other activities also
restricted under Waterloo's by-laws,
"you'd be surprised at the number
of calls some days that don't have

anything to do with students," says
Sheila Lindsay, Waterloo By-Law
enforcement service coordinator.
Waterloo's By-Law guide implores residents not to feel as
though they are ever bugging the
police with their complaint.
"We deal with all people the same
way; students or not," Lindsay says.
"While some people may think we
target students, we don't differentiate when dealing with complaints."
Despite this, I wouldn't suggest
making it a habit of whining to the
cops every time you hear a 2 am
hoot.
Instead, revel in the camaraderie
of this sacred stumble home and
save the big guns for when someone's being really selfish.
And while you can't call By-Law
on your snoring roommate, you
could always try earplugs.

study places. The Solarium, top
floors of the library, your residence
study lounge or empty classrooms
are always good options. Be wary of
options that have wireless internet,
and therefore one ofthe biggest distractions. Who hasn't spent hours
on Facebook by accident before?
Make time for distractions
As tedious as sitting in silence for
a few hours can be, it means that
when it's over you can look forward
to some quality time doing all those
things that you love to hate being
distracted by. Schedule studying
time for each day so that you know
there's an end in sight. If you study
enough during the week, you might
even be able to have full days on the
weekend to do other things.
Plan to study with friends
It's a lot easier to study when you
know you aren't missing out on
those important things that happen
in residence or in your house, like
video games.
Study with friends who have the
same exam by talking about the
course information. Even if you're
all studying different things, the
silent company definitely makes
studying a little bit easier.

Don't daydream (or actually
dream)
If you continually read something over you are going to get
bored and easily distracted. Your
mind will wander to better things
like the cutie who usually distracts
you in class, or you might wander
to bed for a nap. Keep writing, typing or saying things you need to re-

member then have someone quiz
you about it or quiz your friends
who have the same exam.
distractions
of
Remember,
dreams like home-cooked food will
come true as the month of November ends. Then we get to look forward to doing it all over again.
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Stud Life on self-esteem

Taking care of your self-image and having postive self-esteem is another
important component to being healthy and feeling good
JENNIFER O'NEILL
STAFF WRITER
Itis only human nature to treat and
care for the ones we respect. However, often we forget to place ourselves on that list.
Although definitions of selfesteem vary, in general it means

having a positive attitude, valuing
yourself and your abilities, and seeing yourself as competent and in
control ofwhat you choose to do.
Low self-esteem can mean powerlessness and even depression.
Therefore, having a positive selfimage is essential to live a healthy

lifestyle.
The Dove Campaign for Real
Beauty is attempting to break down
our vision of women in culture to
show just how much work goes into
becoming "beautiful." But it is not
only women who need to be shown
the definition of real beauty.
In a study of first-year college
students in the United States, selfimage was low amongst men as
well as women, as young adult men
continue to feel the pressure to put
on more muscle and slim down.

However,, it is not just body image that can be the cause of low
self-esteem. Telling yourself that
you can't do something because
you're not smart enough or you

know you are below average can
also lead to feeling of unworthiness
and depression.
Building self-esteem starts in
childhood and continues to follow
us through our adult lives. It affects
all of our decisions in life as we either to decide to value ourselves or

Positive: I am a hard worker." When
the list is done cut the paper down
the centre and throw away the negatives. Now pin the list of positives
in a place you can see it every day
as a reminder.

Take Small Steps

not.

For example, for a woman to
decide to start a career in a job
usually dominated by men for

Nothing is going to happen overnight or even in a week. Just pick
one negative thought to change
and focus on nothing else until you
have changed that thought around.
Once you think you actually believe
what you're saying then move on.
Surround yourself with positive
people. Although you are the only
one that can make the change there
is no shame in asking for help.

-

example, engineering
she must
believe in her ability and have high
self-esteem.
High self-esteem also helps us
during those hard times of rejection, disappointment and failure
that are all part of life. A higher selfesteem can help move past these
hard times quicker.
-

Make it a Lifestyle
How to Start
Maintaining self-esteem takes
work. Life will continue to knock
you down as you experience failure, but your ability to get up and
do it all again says a lot about your
mental health and you as a person.

Building your self-esteem can be
one of the hardest things you ever
do, because the only person who
can do it is you. Try to target your
negative thoughts: are they bodyrelated, ability-related etc.
Write

down

these

Join Student Life next week for thefinal installment of our six-week
health feature. O'Neill tackles

negative

thoughts and for every negative try
to write something positive beside
it.

organizational skills and a fourthyear student in need ofa major lifestyle overhaul.

For example, "Negative: I hate
that I have to work so hard in school.

Contributed Photo

SHE NEEDS TO EAT A SANDWICH Super-thin models have become
the beauty ideal, creating unrealistic expectations of women.
-
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Don't miss out on a great housing experience.
Applications are accepted year-round. Seniority
deadlines are always:
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STUDENT LIFE HEALTH CHALLENGE
WEEK FIVE: VERONICA'S FIT DIARY

Too shy to ask a question? No worries! Campus Kiss is
completely confidential. The Cord does not disclose or use
personal information of Campus Kiss participants,

Women are not meant to look like Barbie, and
men are not meant to look like Brad Pitt

e-mail: campuskiss@cordweekly.com

VERONICA HUGHES

--50% |

Cartridge World"
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Presenting the image of an "ideal"
female and maintaining a realistic
self-image has always been a personal struggle.
Like most females in the Western world I am exposed to images
of photo-enhanced models and
celebrities with teams of stylists
and trainers, as well as being in the

CARTRIDGE WORLD

@

PLUS, present this ad
save an additional

Reclaim your Power to Print!

&
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This semester, reclaim your power to print by using Cartridge
World for all your ink and laser refilling needs.
Not only do you save money at Cartridge World, (up to 50%
cartridge refills*) you also help protect the environment!

Lon

STUDENT LIFE EDITOR

OFF

"

Your Next Ink Refill
Valid only at locations listed in this ad.
Offer cannot be combined with
any other promotions.

*based on ink refills as compared to mfg. original price.

male friends.

we are aware.

I do have a skewed view of myself, and I have never been totally
happy with my appearance.

With diseases like bulimia, anorexia, as well as unhealthy dieting,
there is a complete absence of any

I have been my current height of
s'B" since the age of 12 and have
had a fairly typical cycle of weight
loss and gain. I knew early on that
by any Cosmo standards I was not

semblance of reality when it comes
to body image. There's an obsession with a number on a scale, and
it's life consuming.
Although it's an extreme I think
many of us can relate to the concept of not wanting to be healthy,
but wanting to be a size two.
Healthy does not only occur at
size two. It happens on various
scales of size, weight and through
various means.
As university wears on, I am
only now starting to come to terms
with the limitations I have in what
I can accomplish with my personal
health.
I have an erratic schedule, and
the gym and making healthy meals
does not always become a priority.
In short, I know I need to work
on having a lifestyle that isn't just
about looking a certain way, or a
number on a scale. I, like most females, need to look at myself in
terms ofhealth and well-being, and
not looking like the latest celebrity
diet craze.

Make Canada's Top
Comprehensive
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-Your Top Choice
for Graduate School
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I have always thought I should
do better.
In the process of becoming more
health conscious I think self- esteem

and self-image affects us more than

jfc.

\:jM

securities I have in my appearance.
No matter how thin, fat, healthy
or en vogue with the latest celebrity
craze (a la J Lo's ass) I have been,
I have never been 100 percent
pleased with myself.

company of my beautiful, thin, fe-

UNIVERSITY
-

ideal, and I think this type of young
stereotyping has greatly affected in-

Canada's Top Comprehensive
Research Institution in the annual
Top 50 Research Universities
report published in the National

tTop 10

No<l in Mac^ean s Annual Rankings
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Toronto duo creates
community through games
Artists bring people
together to enjoy city as
giant playground
ADRIAN MA
CUP ONTARIO BUREAU CHIEF
It's nighttime
TORONTO (CUP)
a
it looks like
distance,
from
and,
swarms of ice-blue fireflies are
hovering above the fields of King's
College Circle at the University of
--

Toronto.

Tiny pinpricks of light, hundreds
of them, shine through the normally pitch-black centre of the field,
where the orange glow of light from

buildings and street lamps fails to
reach.
Excited voices can be heard and
the faint outlines of people can
be seen milling around, dragging
strings of lights behind them. Photographers capture the action, their
cameras producing brilliant white
flashes that provide brief glimpses
of the crowd, which is at least 100
people strong.
Black weather balloons float in
the air, twisting attached strands
of lights into strange patterns. Several metres away, a man juggles
three luminescent balls of different

"It's kind or surreal to see," he
said.
Bracken and his group have also
thrown parties in subway cars,
complete with music, costumes,
and perhaps most interestingly,
the blessing of the Toronto Transit
Commission.
"They were very supportive of us
and welcomed us over the loudspeaker," Bracken said.
Other events have included a
massive pillow fight in New York
and a "Rise of the Robots" Skytrain
party in Vancouver.
He says Newmindspace never
asks for permission before any of
the events, but he's never encountered any opposition from police or
other authorities.
He and Kufner limit themselves
to organizing one event per month,
as they both work part time and at-

tend classes. The projects typically
cost $100 to run, but there has
been no shortage of assistance.
"We receive very generous donations
people just throw us money," he said.
—

To Bracken, the support he receives is testament to how much
these urban games are loved and

needed in a metropolitan city. He
says the activities have a unifying
effect and provide a forum for people to connect.
For those communities wishing
to host their own events, Bracken
has made guides available on the
website Newmindspace.com.
"A lot ofpeople will say thata city
is an alienating, isolating place
and it can be if you let it be," Bracken said. "We want to see these kind
of events be a part of every global
--

city."

Norm Soley

NIGHT-VISION

-

Nightlights display in Toronto by Newmindspace.
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colours.
It's a party in the darkness organized by Newmindspace, the
brainchild of Toronto-based artists Kevin Bracken and Lori Kufner.
The duo create events in the city
that are part interactive art and

part community social, with the
aim of bringing people together
to enjoy Toronto as a giant urban
playground.
For this event
"Nightlights"
hundreds of LED lights were
purchased to re-create a star-studded night sky.
"This is very cool, I never would
have thought of it," said Eric Chang,
a student at the University of Toronto who wandered onto the field
after seeing the festivities from the
street.
"In Toronto, there is a serious
lack offun things for young people
to do
there aren't enough allages parties," said Bracken, 20, who
is originally from New York but
came to study political science at
the University of Toronto.
The all-ages element is a prominent part of Newmindspace's philosophy, and all their events invoke
childhood themes. Last March,
Bracken and Kufner orchestrated a
massive Easter-egg hunt in Toronto's Kensington Market, scattering
5,000 eggs with messages inside of
—

—

—

THE NEW

ECONOMY

them.
They also run an epic Capture the
Flag, transforming the recess game
into a giant war with 1,200 people
on two teams using downtown Toronto as their battlefield.
Chris Taylor, a local resident,
has been to several of the events
and especially enjoys the bubble
battles, a huge melee where people
use whatever they can to fire liquid
bubbles at each other.

A REWARDING CAREER.
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The top women's hockey teams from across the globe gathered in Kitchener to camp
appearance they exposed the admiration of young girls involved in the spa
JAMIE NEUG
STAFF WRITE
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TRUE PATRIOT LOVE- Members of Team Canada give it their all in a round-robin game against Sweden. Led by captain Haley Wickenheiser, the team came away with another gold medal.
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·n Kitchener to compete for the annual Four Nations Cup earlier this month. With their
sinvolved in the sport, but the Cord uncovers how it wasn't always this way
JAMIE NEUGEBAUER
STAFF WRITER

As the annual Four Nations Cup
rolled into town at the Kitchener
Auditorium from November 7-11,
bringing along the top female hockey
players from around the world, it was
more than a dream come true for the
hundreds of girls who came out to
watch their heroes perform.
As popular as the sport may seem
to be now, it is only within the last
decade that women's hockey has really taken off. And for the quartet of
countries that represent the best on
the globe, the Cord found out that
equality still remains a challenge
even today.

Sweden

1 .""
.··
I
'

•

'

medal.

The Swedes provide a fantastic
feel-good story for proponents of international women's hockey. Despite
the continued lack of visible support
from the Swedish people for the female game, the national team has
improved at an unprecedented rate
- starting from the introduction of
women's hockey as an Olympic sport
at the 1998 Nagano Games.
Impressively, the team has gone
from winning only one of their five
games in '98 and a fifth place to the
shocking upset of the Americans in
the semi-finals at the Turin Olympics
this past February - eventually losing
to Canada in the gold medal game.
Veteran defenseman Gunilla Andersson, a native of Skutskii.r, Sweden,
who currently resides in the capital
of Stockholm and plays for the cities
club Segeltorps IF of the very well-established female version of the Elitserien (Swedish Elite League), discussed how Sweden has developed
as a woman's hockey country since
she started.
"I think everything's been better.
When I started there were no girls'
teams at all, we all just played with
boys ... Now there are double the
amount of girls playing and all-girls
teams to play on:'
She also commented on the recent
results of the national program.
"Recently we watched a game we
played from the Nagano Olympics
'98 ... totally different to now and
that's just eight years;' she said.
Andersson also mentioned the

true Achilles' heel of the Swedish national team program when she stated
that there is no way for the players to
train full-time at the current time, as
Americans and Canadians do, due to
lack of funding.
"I hope five to 10 years down the
road we will be able to, but right now
it is just not possible for a Swedish
[woman's] player because have to
work as well;' she explained.
As a result of the recent Olympic
success of the Swedish ladies, as well
as an infusion of excellent young talent, the future looks very good. Twenty-year-old Kim Martin (University of
Minnesota-Duluth) is projected to be
one of, if not the best, female goalies
in the world.
The Swedish skaters, led by two big,
strong forwards named Maria Rooth
(AIK IF) and Erika Holst (Segeltorps
IF) who are still both just 26 years
of age, are accompanied by Pernilla
Winberg (AIK IF), a 17-year-old, who
represents the future of Sweden's
Women's Hockey Team.
Sweden, with the help of Martin,
Andersson, Holst, Rooth and Winberg, secured the Four Nations Cup
bronze medal beating their rivals of
Finland 3-2.

Finland
The effect that the addition of wornen's hockey to the Olympics had on
the Finnish women's national hockey
program cannot be quantified, as
the popularity of hockey among the
girls, in the Nordic country, visibly
sky-rocketed in 1998 in terms of girls'
teams and players.
At the national level since Nagano,
whether it is the Women's World
Hockey Championships, the Four
Nations Cup or the Olympics, the
Finnish ladies have always been able
to compete.
As a result of their consistent lack
of a true offensive leader, the Finns
have always had to rely on a team
game with hard work and determination. The results of the execution
of this philosophy have maintained
Finland as the third-best women's
hockey country in the world.
Karoliina Rantamaki, a 28-yearold forward who plays for the Espoo Blues of the Women's Sm-Liiga
(Finnish Elite League), is one of three
remaining players from the Nagano

team. She explains the reason for
early Finnish women's success is the
large amount of money invested into
women's hockey, as well as great enthusiasm in the country for hockey in
general.
"We always do well with support...
In Finland ic'e hockey is the number
one;' said the veteran.
When she began to play hockey
almost twenty years ago, she "didn't
know that girls played hockey:'
"I played with boys and that's all.
But now, there are [a lot] of opportunities for young girls to get involved
in hockey;' she said. "Now young
girls in Finland can dream of playing
in [the] Olympics:'
Today, the women's version of the
Finnish Elite League has six teams
that play a quadruple round-robin
and participate in the Women's European Club Championships.
The Finnish Women's National
Team is currently extremely young
and carries on the Finnish tradition
of not focusing on one group of players as the "go-to group:' Forwards
Michelle Karvinen (16 years old) and
Mari Pehkonen (21 years old) are the
brightest lights among a very hard
working bunch of women who will
only get better.
At the Four Nations Cup, the Finns,
who were the youngest team by far,
showed that very inexperience as they
lost all four oftheir games, including
a tough 3-2 defeat at the hands of the
rival Swedes in the bronze medal
game.

ing;' she said.
The problem of playing opportunities for the American women, however, is not at the grassroots level but
after the youth and collegiate levels
as there is nowhere for them to play
once they graduate.
"Definitely at the youth level and
at the collegiate level there are lots
of opportunities for girls.... But you
don't see it post-collegiate, that's the
biggest miss in the US;' said Rugeiro.
"After the Olympic victory in Nagano;' the 5'9'; 185-pound Rugeiro
stated, "USA Hockey began to pour
money and resources into the woman's hockey program. However, after
the 2002 Olympics in Salt Lake City,
where we lost on home soil, there
was, and I think still is, a slacking off
of support from the federation:'
Despite this lack of support, the
US remains the number two power
in the world; with the fight between
Canada and the USA remaining the
centrepiece of international women's
hockey.
Today, the US national team is
in a rebuilding phase with vet~rans
like Cammi Granato and Jenny Potter gone, while youngsters, such as
19-year-olds Erika Lawler and Sarah
Parsons and 17-year-old twin sisters
Monique and Jocelyne Lamoureux of
Grand Forks, North Dakota, still need
some time to develop.
At the Four Nations Cup, the Americans were strong against all but Canada, earning them the silver medal in
a 5-2 loss in the gold medal game.

United States of America

Canada

In the past sixteen years, women's
and girls' hockey in the USA has
grown exponentially. In 1990, according to the IIHF, there were 5,000 registered female hockey players in the
country while today there are more
than 50,000. That's ten times more
people in just a decade and a half.
Angela Rugeiro, a 26-year-old
defenseman and native of Harper
Woods, Michigan discussed what Nagano specifically meant to w omen's
hockey in America.
"The biggest increase in popularity and participation obviously happened after we won the gold medal
in 1998. You definitely saw it, both at
the youth level and ... in the number
of NCAA teams. It just keeps grow-

Dominant: the best word to describe Canada's Woman's Hockey
record.
Despite a few setbacks, the overall
standing of the Canadian women is
not going to be challenged anytime
soon. Since the beginning of the
Woman's World Championships in
1987, Canada has either been at, or
very near, the top - not having missed
a single gold medal game in an official woman's hockey tournament.
In spite of the bitterly disappointing silver medal finish in '98, those
games for Canada, just like the other
countries mentioned, was a big stepping stone. An example of this importance of adding women's hockey
to the Olympics is evidenced by the

following the statistic: according to
Hockey Canada, there were 37,748
women playing in organized femalesonly leagues in 1998; today, according to the same source, there are over
60,000.
The elder stateswoman of tearn
Canada is St-Nazaire, Quebec's own
Danielle Goyette. Goyette, who
turned 40 this year, contrasts women's hockey when she started compared to now.
"When I started to play hockey
we played for fun once a week, and
now we're playing everyday, practicing, training full time because of the
NWHL (National Woman's Hockey
League) and the money from Hockey
Canada.
"We didn't have girls' hockey when
I started playing, I was playing with
women that were 30 or 40 years old
because I had no other choice and it
wasn't popular. I had a lot of people
asking me why I was playing hockey because 'it's a man's sport: You
were not well looked-at as a girl,n she
added.
Everything changed after Nagano,
according to Goyette, when women's
hockey in Canada gained respect and
credibility.
"Now;' she says, "young girls can
dream of one day playing for Canada
in the Olympics. And that is the pinnacle of woman's hockey:'
At the elite level, the future has
never looked so incredible for Canada. While nobody knows how long
the venerable Goyette will remain in
the red and white, the likes of Jayna
Hefford and Haley Wickenheiser
-who some view as the best woman's
hockey player on the planet - have
plenty of years in front of them at
27 and 28 years of age, respectively.
In addition, the very young crop of
Canadian talent is of the top quality.
Nineteen-year-old Meghan Agosta
has already made a tremendous impact as a constant scoring threat for
Canada in Turin.
The Canadians continued their
momentum from Turino at the Four
Nations Cup, taking the gold medal
handily by outscoring their opponents 23-3 and out-shooting them by
a much wider margin.
As of right now, Canada's ladies are
in a league of their own.
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People from countries such as
Mexico and Spain are widely attracted to the art of bullfighting.
I only bring it up because it is
around this time of year that these
bullfighting events take place in
Portugal, Argentina, Ecuador and
France. This sport carries equal or
even higher status than soccer in
all four of these countries and is
therefore an important element of
national pride. However, nowhere
is it as influential and such an important cultural manifestation as it
is for Mexico and Spain.
I say this because bullfighting
has inspired some of the most important and influential Mexican
and Spanish artists of our times. For
example, the bull and the bullfight
were common themes in Pablo Picasso's work. Likewise, bullfighting
is present in the works of Mexican
artists such as Diego Rivera and
Frida Kahlo, artists whose works
are considered to be the most profound expressions of the Mexican
spirit as a whole.

Years ago, I had no attraction
to bullfights. I was one of those
people who stood up against the
killing of a majestic animal for the
sake of amusement. But there is
much more to bullfighting than
just watching the matador with a
red piece of cloth tempting a 700pound animal and striking it with
spears and a sword until its death.
There is a lot of symbolism attached
to the sport, which is what pushes
people to continually overwhelm
the seats of the plazas in Barcelona
and Mexico City to watch matadores such as Julian Lopez "El Juli"
Enrique Ponce or Eloy Cavazos diswhen tempting a bull.
I have stood in front of a smaller
bull and found out that a harmless
hit from this innocent creature can
leave you with a broken wrist and a
painful nose bleed.
But matadores are up against
the real thing. Matadores never
work beforehand with the bull they
are going to be up against, which
makes the animal's moves totally
unpredictable. Because of this, a
matador must demonstrate his
skills to the audience in a dramatic
way, and if he does a good job, he
will be bestowed with the ultimate
honour by being presented with

K-W imam gives community an easy primer
Watching what he referred to as
the "atomic" clock, Imam Shafiq
Hudda blew through the five pillars

-

Bullfighting attracts hundreds of thousands in Spain alone.

play spectacular skill and bravery

Islam in a minute
ARLA LATTO-HALL
INTERNATIONAL EDITOR

Contributed Photo

FOLLOW THE RED

of Islam.
Speaking to an audience composed almost totally of senior
students and older community
members, Hudda's lecture was directed at new learners of Islam. The

one of the bull's ears or its tail.

the estoque, a type of sword. This

Certainly, the adrenaline rush
is part of what pushes these matadores to enter the plaza and tempt

sport represents spite for death and
an honour for those matadores who
tempt it.
What lies ahead is the issue of

the raging beast. I can't think that
any adrenaline junkie would not
want to combine their adrenaline
rush with a recognition of bravery
and honour displayed by 30,000
screaming fans the typical "ole,
ole" that you might have heard
before.
The bull has become a symbol of
fury and strength throughout time.
The matador, with serious danger
to his life, studies the bull, dominates him and gives him death with
-

lecture, taking place Wednesday
morning in the Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary, was a part of the Seminary's annual inter-faith lecture series. Hudda's lecture, titled "What
Muslims want Christians to know
about Islam," was directed towards
beginners diagrams on the chalk-

board included.
The five pillars upon which Islam
is based include: creed, prayers,
fasting, pilgrimage and charity,

the bull himself: why should one
of God's creatures be labeled under
such an appalling category? Yes, it
is quite unfair to treat an innocent
animal this way. However, these
bulls would not exist if it was not for
the corridas. Since the day of their
birth, these bulls are treated with
the highest quality food and the
best open fields for grazing. Their
bodily functions are unique and
thus, they must lead quiet, peaceful

says Hudda. Prayers are to occur
five times per day: once at dawn,
then at noon, 3:00 pm, dinnertime
and finally at bedtime, each time
facing towards Mecca, the holiest
site of Islam.
Fasting, occurring during the
month of Ramadan, which ended
on October 22 in Canada, is expected of all Muslims. It requires that no
food is consumed between sunrise
and sunset, in addition forbidding

lives in order to avoid their death by
a heart attack. During a bullfight, a
bull's fury and anger goes overboard within seconds, causing an
immediate death, which is why they
are made to bleed during a corrida,
so that their bodily functions remain normal when raging against
a matador. That way, the show can
go on for quite some time.
Ultimately, the fact is that I have
no way to excuse the death of the
bull. However, I cannot help but
find this cultural manifestation an
absolute thrill for me and millions
of Hispanics around the world.

other 'luxuries'; the month-long
fast is rigorous. Many are exempt,
however, including the sick, travellers, pregnant women, and those
who are not yet mature. Maturity
is defined differently for men and
women, with girls reaching maturity at the age of nine, and boys
reaching it at the age of 15.
"That gives me problems," Hud-

SEE HUDDA, PAGE 15
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Xico visits Laurier
Guatemalan advocate for women's empowement praised by the UN

MARY ERSKINE
STAFF WRITER

Last Thursday, Laurier students
had a chance to hear the words of a
woman who is truly a pioneer of the

social transformation taking place
in the world today. Felipa Xico is
the founder of Mujeres en Accion
(MeA), or Women in Action, a rural
NGO in Guatemala, and spoke with
the aid of a translator in the Bricker
Academic Building last Thursday.
She was in Canada to attend the
World Micro Credit Summit in
Halifax.
Xico spoke to a moderate audience about her experiences and
the formation of this successful
indigenous empowerment movement. The event was presented by
World Accord in cooperation with
the Global Studies Department.
During the Guatemalan civil war,
which lasted 36 years, Xico witnessed many atrocities directly.
Since her father was an outspoken
local political figure, Xico and her
family were forced to leave Guatemala and flee to Honduras for a
short time. "I was part of the war, or
rather, a victim of it," said Xico.

-

Her talk oudined the frustration
felt throughout Guatemala during
the peace negotiations of the civil
war. The peace talks, which took
place mainly between the government and the guerrilla groups,
presented a number of peace accords and agreements with little
indication of any tangible means of
implementation.
As Xico became more aware of
the situation that surrounded her,
she became more aware of the
problems involving lack of education and nutrition in rural areas —mainly affecting women and
children. Particularly disadvantaged were indigenous groups in
the region. Xico knew she wanted
to be a part of a project that worked

towards tangible change, which
ultimately led to her forming MeA

in 1991. By providing training and
to local women, MeA
strives to empower people to break

support

the cycle of structural violence
which remained after the war, even
after much of the direct violence
stemming from it had dissipated.
"After more than 35 years of war,
we suffered many problems—hunger, poverty, many orphaned chil-

da said, along with the traditional
practice of women walking five
paces behind their husbands, seen
mostly in Middle Eastern countries.
He then gave an example where the
roles were reversed, and women
walked five paces in front of their

Immigrating to Canada from
Uganda at the age of five, Hudda
was raised in Kitchener, attending Cameron Heights Collegiate
Institute before heading off to Iran
in 1988 to 1989 for post-secondary
education.

This practice didn't
equate to gender equality, he said,
since the region was known for
landmines.

Hudda is one of the two Shia
imams serving the K-W community. With 4,965 Muslims in Kitchener and 2,425 in Waterloo, he is kept
quite busy a both a religious leader
and as a leader with the Islamic
Humanitarian Service, a local char-

Issues of current events were

unavoidable. "We are very limited
with what we get regarding news,"
Hudda replied while answering a
question from the audience.
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MeA.
Since its formation in 1991, MeA
has supported women and children affected by the war by enabling them to make use of their
talents. Training was performed
and micro-financing initiatives
were put into place in order to combat poverty through education and

self-reliance.

Contributed Photo

STARTING THEM YOUNG Mujeres en Accion advocates women's
rights in Guatemala.
-

900 rural indigenous women from
multiple groups. This achievement
is "one of the greatest successes of
MeA," according to Xico. Supported programs include agriculture,

World Accord, a Waterloo-based
NGO, has helped to fund these
projects since the beginning of the

horticulture,

project.

in order to have a part in the human
development process," continues

Currently, MeA supports over

FROM HUDDA, PAGE 14

husbands.

dren," Xico stated. "It was necessary to organize and share our
experiences in order to overcome
our problems." MeA believes that
"every woman has the capacity to
be self-sustainable and successful."
After recounting many challenges and accounts of systemic
violence, Xico shifted to a more
positive outlook of her home: "I
don't necessarily feel comfortable
telling you all those bad things
about Guatemala because it is also
such a beautiful country." She then
shared what she sees to be some of
the success stories which she has
been a part of through the works of

arts

and crafts and

commerce projects. "Women integrate into the formal organization

UW remembers
tsunami victims
JACKIE MARTINZ

was able to develop the $2 million

STAFF WRITER

project with $1.75 million in funding from the Canadian International Development Agency and con-

One of the most devastating natural disasters to occur in years, the
effects of the tsunami are still being
felt in certain areas of the world.
Among the most recent endeavours
to help the victims is the Environmental and Livelihood Restoration
and Development in Tsunami-affected Coastal Areas of Sri Lanka, a
project supported by the University
of Guelph, the University of Manitoba, Queen's University, and the
University of Waterloo.
The effort was coordinated
through RESTORE, a committee
consisting of individuals from each
of the four universities. RESTORE

tributions totaling $195,000 from
the universities themselves.
According to David Wood, an
associate professor and researcher
at the University of Waterloo, "The
purpose of the project is to implement a multi-sectoral approach to
environmental restoration, sustain-

able livelihoods and development,
with full community input and participation in the specific tsunamiaffected districts of Matara/Hambantota, Ampara and Batticaloa
in Sri Lanka." The project will join
forces with Ruhuna University in
Matara, Eastern University in Batti-

Xico. "Now we have the capacity to
participate in local power."
MeA was recognized by the
UN in 1999 for its participation in

women's development.
Xico left the audience with encouraging words: "This program is
working... women are receiving the
training they need to become empowered at the local level."

caloa and Southeastern University
in Akkaraipattu, along with NGOs
and government agencies in Sri

Lanka.
Deep Saini, dean of the Faculty
of Environmental Studies at the
University of Waterloo says, "This
project is a fine example of our
commitment to environmental
health and sustainability on a global scale; it brings into focus the four
themes of our faculty, which are
environmental
decision-making
and governance; environmental

informatics; biophysical processes,
such as ecosystem remediation;
and community planning, design,
infrastructure and development."
The concept for the Environmental and Livelihood Restoration and
Development in Tsunami-affected
Coastal Areas of Sri Lanka came
about during a faculty trip from the
four universities made to Sri Lanka
in May of 2005. The initiative was
started following the funding approval from CIDA.

Let them
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your love.
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WLU idol

worship

Megha Nedungandi is named the winner of
Laurier's Association of Black Students third
annual Laurier Idol competition
gandi signs.
Having already survived the preliminary rounds of competition, this
year's Laurier Idol contestants were
required to perform two songs: one
with instrumental accompaniment
and one a cappella.
This structure forced the competitors to not only demonstrate
their stage presence and charisma,
but also guaranteed that talent
would be a factor.
Finishing second to Nedungadi
was the talented Adriana Taseva.
Singing to a small group of supporters, the third-year biology student
broke into Mariah Carey's popular
"Always Be My Baby"
For her a cappella number, Taseva chose to sing the challenging
"Can't Hurry Love" by Diana Ross.
Demonstrating her vocal command and stage presence, Taseva
admirably held her own while singing a challenging song. However,
while her voice control was good,
Taseva's timing was off, which
caused judge Danielle Japal to ask,
in a Simon Cowell-esque way, "If
you can't hurry love, why are you
hurrying the song?"

JOE TURCOTTE
A&E EDITOR

Everybody wants to be a star, and
with our current obsession with
reality TV and reality-based talent
programs it seems that almost anyone can be a star—well, at least for
fifteen minutes.
And so, on this past Thursday
night, Laurier crowned its star, or to
be more correct: its Idol.
Now in its third year, the annual
Laurier Idol is a competition that
gives students the chance to spend
a few moments in the bright spotlights at the Turret. Run by Laurier's
Association of Black Students, Idol
is formatted in the same way as the
popular television Idol franchise: a
panel judges the contestants and
a winner is chosen based upon a
polling of the audience.
This year, when the ballots were
finally counted, it was Megha Nedungadi who was able to walk to
centre stage and claim her prize.
The second-year political science
student wowed the crowd with a
strong version ofAlicia Keys's "How
Come You Don't Call Me" and her a
cappella version of "God Bless the

Rounding out the evening's topthree was fourth-year computer
science major,
the night's only
male performer, Jamaal Bowry.
After telling the crowd that he
had only learned his song a few
days earlier, Bowry performed an

Child" by Billie Holiday.
While her singing seemed a little
high and sharp at times, her performances received a strong response
from the crowd, who showed their

allegiances by holding pro-Nedun-

Sydney Helland

CENTRE STAGE

-

Megha Nedungadi sings songs from Alicia Keys and Billie Holiday to become Laurier's Idol.

impassioned performance of Radiohead's "Creep" which had the
audience laughing and engaged
during each chorus.
re-worked
Having
already
"Creep" Bowry decided to perform
an impassioned and faithful rendition of the Fugees classic "Killing
Me Softly".
Demonstrating his strong stage
presence by dancing and getting
the crowd to participate and clap,

Bowry was able to showcase his talent and strengths.
This year also featured inspired
performances from first-year communications studies major Vanessa
Naughton and a piano-playing Em-

Therein lies the problem with
Idol-formatted talent shows. While
judges Keziah Myers, Danielle Japal
and Chris Byrne all provided con-

ily McCullogh.

chosen by the audience.
But in the case of this year's
Laurier Idol, the most talented,
although maybe not the best performer, carried the day.

While both Naughton and Mc-

Cullogh

performed

admirably,

neither singer had the requisite
fan support to make it into the top
three.

structive and entertaining criticism
the final winner was ultimately

Animation on display
BEN MCNEIL
CORD A&E
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FURIOUS FIREBALL Taiwanese animators Wang Toon bring a classic
Chiniese (Journey to the West) tale to life with Fireball.
-

This past weekend was the sixth
annual Waterloo Festival for Animated Cinema (WFAC). The festival was split between the Button
Factory and the Gig Theatre, and
was, for any fan of animation or
film, a chance to experience how
animation is done outside ofNorth
America.
The event is a unique staple of the
Waterloo cultural scene. Founded
in 2001, the festival's goal is to promote the appreciation of animation
as a viable medium for mature cinematic storytelling. This year the
goal was reached by featuring titles
such as Robotech and Princess.
The WFAC boasts that is the only
public film festival in the world
dedicated to feature-length animation from nations all over the
globe.
The festival featured twelve fulllength movies, six shorts and one
retrospective film. The films were
produced in nations from all over

Europe and Asia.
The film line-up also included
four Canadian and five North
American premiers. These rare
films were shown in their full 35mm
or hi-definition quality to ensure

their full enjoyment.
One of the movies featured during the festival was Fireball, an animation tracing chapters from the
Sutras, a set of Buddhist religious
texts that point the way towards
enlightenment.
Fireball provided a true telling of
the Chinese classic Journey to the
West, which was made famous in
anime circles by Dragonball.
It was created by the Taiwanese animation house Wang Toon,
an animation group that has been
active in the animation industry
for over thirty years, best known
for their work on the
Smurfs and
Rugrats.
Despite their prolific career,
Fireball is Wang Toon's first independent feature film. The computer-generated

scenery was visually
stunning, but the character anima-

tion often stood out as sub-par.
The highlight of the weekend was
a lecture by veteran animator Mike
Nguyen. Nguyen is the supervising
animator for The Iron Giant and
has worked on films such as The
Little Mermaid and Beauty and the
Beast.
Nguyen addressed how animation is brought to life, providing
the audience with new insights
into how to analyze and appreciate
animation.
Particularly interesting was the

comparison between the classic
animation styles and masterworks
such as Bambi and Fantasia.
These films are said to represent
the pinnacle of animation being

able to recreate life and to convey
movement and meaningful story-

telling, and were compared against
such modern works as Pocahontas.
For anyone who is interested
in animation or world culture expressed through different mediums
this is a wonderful festival and is
something to look forward to next
year.
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Hog Wilde
Play surpasses expectations with a presentation of
Oscar Wilde's The Importance of Being Earnest
CARRIE MCNABB
CORD A&E
Professional and university theatre
are rarely considered synonymous.
Rather, when one thinks about
university theatre, images of lowbudget sets and pathetic dramatic
attempts often come to mind. UW
Drama's The Importance of Being
Earnest does not live up to this
stereotype.

The Importance of Being Earnest
is an interesting tide for this play, as
it is anything but earnest. This lighthearted comedy is perhaps the wittiest ofall of Oscar Wilde's plays.
Best friends and partners-incrime Algernon and Jack (played by
Brad Cook and Brendan Riggs, respectively) have fallen in love with
two very different women, and, as
luck would have it, the women also

have fallen in love with them.
City girl Gwendolen (Michelle
Jedrzejewski) is Algernon's cousin
and Jack's love interest. Contrastingly, innocent Cecily (Jennifer Lorbetski) is Jack's ward and has stolen
the heart of Algernon. Both Gwen-

dolen and Cecily have a strange
fetish: men with the name Earnest.
This prompts both Algernon and
Jack to adopt this pseudonym. Comedic chaos prompdy follows.
Director Anne-Marie Donovan

overlooks no details in bringing
her vision to this comedy. With
sets and costumes capturing the
pretentiousness that was England
in Oscar Wilde's day, she gives her
audience a window into the lives of
the characters.
Set designer William Chesney
covered the stage with lavish carpets reflecting thelifestyle of wealth
that Wilde's aristocratic characters
enjoyed. Costume designer Jocelyne Sobeski mirrors this same lifestyle in the wisely selected period

Contributed Photo

CHEERS TO FRIENDS

-

Brendan Riggs (as Jack/Ernest) and Brad Cook (as Elgeron) take time for a drink.

costumes.

However, the undesirable result
of such a complex set was slow
transition times. One particular set
change nearing the end of the play
created an antsy audience. Luckily,
the payoff was worth it in the end.
Further supporting the accuracy
of the piece, the English accents adopted by the entire cast remained

clearly constant throughout the
play.
Some remarkable performances
include Cook and Riggs who maintain great chemistry during their
many clever dialogues. Jedrzejewski brings a completely new level
to the character of Miss Fairfax. As
a flirty, dominant rebel, one cannot

imagine the prim, proper girl her
mother raised her to be.
By far, the performance that
won the most laughs from the
audience was Greg Carere in the
role of Gwendolen's mother, Lady
Bracknell.
Just his entrance in the dress
made for a Victorian woman was

enough to guarantee laughter. But
it was his shrill delivery that made
the character memorable.
UW Drama delivered a terrific
show. Running November 15-18,
it was thoroughly enjoyed by many
students and non-students alike.
Hopefully this will mean further
good performances in the future.

Directors tackle taboos with their latest films
Recent films take on politics, bigotry and
sexuality, to differing degrees of success
DRU JEFFRIES
CORD A&E
Over the past couple of weeks,
cinema screens have been privy
to some of the most controversial

material in recent memory. There's
been a documentary about a rebel
musician in The US v. John Lennon,
a fictional documentary (or mockumentary for those in the know), in

Borat: Cultural Learnings ofAmerica for Make Benefit Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan and a completely
fictional and sexually explicit document of post-9/11 New York in John
Cameron Mitchell's Shortbus.
When it comes to breaking taboos, the one thing that these three
films have in common is, of all
things, naivete. The press hounded Lennon for believing in such a
simplistic dynamic between war
and peace, beautifully summed up
in his 1969 Christmas card to the
world reading "WAR IS OVER!—(if
you want it)." The documentary's
portrait of Lennon is that of the
simplistic dreamer, the underdog

The Da Vinci
Code debate
continues... read
our side at

CordWeekly.com

who took on the giant that is the
United States' government.
As the title suggests, the film
presents a version of the story in
which the antagonistic Nixon administration picks on the helpless

musician/activist like a bully in a
schoolyard. And because the film
is edited like a VHI special (it is
produced, in fact, by VHI Films),
it isn't exactly the most crediblelooking document. But Lennon's
beautifully simplistic vision of the
world sticks with you, even if the
film itself is a pain to watch.
Borats tide character is, in some
ways, of the same breed as Lennon.

Sacha Baron Cohen's feigned naivete of our cultural taboos in the
role of the Kazakh video-journalist is designed, like all "fake news"
reporters,' to catch his interviewees
off-guard with designs to making
the subject look idiotic, bigoted or
both. His shtick falls painfully flat
as often as it works, because—and
maybe this is solely the media's

fault—we're
constantly
being
alerted to how clever the whole
escapade is. Borat wants to break
taboos, and it relishes the opportunity to try. And that's why it can't
possibly work.
It's my feeling that in order to
break a taboo—l mean, to really
decimate it—you have to ignore it.
That's just what Shortbus does. In
the film's first scene, a man videotapes himself ejaculating into his
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own mouth, a couple has some
pretty wild sex and a dominatrix
whips a twenty-something yuppie
until he spurts all over the bed's
backboard. Suddenly Borat seems
like small potatoes when it comes
to smashing taboos.
Mitchell's film, which is one of
my favourites of this year, deals almost exclusively in what we'd call
"mature" subject matter: actors actually perform a myriad of sex acts,
including all-male threesomes,
orgies, anal sex, oral sex, masturbation, S&M... you name it. And
never once does Mitchell's film feel
as inauthentic as Lennon or as exploitative as Borat.
At its core, Shortbus is good-natured, fun, and, most importantly,
optimistic. It's always about its
characters, rather than the situa-

tions they're in. While Borat might
astonish you for the amount ofbigotry still kicking around the United
States and Lennon might make you
mourn for the loss of a more simplistic way of thinking about the
politics of war, Shortbus is a warm

and comforting blanket that makes
you feel warm despite the snow
outside. In the world of Shortbus,
taboos don't exist, so the only thing
getting in your way of making a real,
human connection is the real human that you're trying to connect
with. That's a world that sounds ap-

pealing to me. You might come for
the sex, but you'll stay for the love.
If Shortbus is trying to break taboos, it doesn't look like it's trying
to. But it succeeds anyway. The war
on taboos is over—ifyou want it. It's
really that simple this time.

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.
In just two semesters, learn the marketing concepts lH
and skills that drive successful and global business, ill

peter.madott@humber.caforfurther information.
Applyfor all Business School programs at the
OCAS web site www.ontariocolleges.ca
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Music
at Noon
thrills

Gaming:
the next
generation

Faculty of Music
takes the stage at the
Maureen Forrester
Recital Hall

Sony and Nintendo try to take video games to a
new level with their latest consoles
JULIAN PANCOTT
CORD A&E
It's that time of year. The holiday
decorations are coming out in the
malls, Christmas wish lists are being taped to fridges across the nation, and brand new video game
consoles are being released.
Hurrah!
With near baek-to-back release
dates set, the new Sony and Nintendo consoles are ready to take
the holiday season by storm.
Sonyreleased its newest console,
the aptly named PS3, on Friday,
November 17, 2006, at the ever-so
outrageous price of $659.99 plus
taxes. The hype surrounding the
release was amplified by various
news reports and insufficient product supply to meet demand.
According to the manager at the
Conestoga Future Shop, people began to line up on Wednesday night.
By Thursday morning, all 15 units
they had received were accounted
for. And if you weren't one of the
first 15 people at the Future Shop,
you can look at spending upwards
of $2,000 for just the console on

eßay.
This fair chunk of money does,
however, provide you with the following: a 60 GB hard drive, 256
MB of video and system memory,
HDTV compatibility for up to
1080p, a Blu-Ray DVD/CD player,
Bluetooth technology and a SixAxis
controller that senses tilt. Basically,
the PS3 is a console that is powerful
enough to redirect NASA satellites.
Is your bank account a little low
on the funds needed for the 60
GB system? No worries: Sony still
wants your money, one way or an-

DAVID GOLDBERG
CORD INTERN

Although I missed the first part of
Music at Noon yesterday, the second half proved to be a passionate
performance.
I managed to catch the beginning of a pianio duet by Stephanie

other. They are also releasing a 20
GB model for about $100 less, following a similar suit to last year's
Xbox 360.
If you're still in sticker shock
over the PS3, but really want to partake in next-gen gaming, don'tworry: the Nintendo Wii may be right
for you. Released on November 19
at only $279.99, the Wii is looking
at a way to transform gaming, not
overpower it.
Let's face it: Nintendo isn't out
to get the hardcore gamers. Our
friendly Future Shop manager informed the Cord that while most
people in line for the PS3 were looking to resell it on eßay, most of the
people waiting for the Wii wanted it
for themselves.
These people ranged from teenaged boys and girls all the way to
adults, and with 57 units allocated
to the store, most were not going
to be returning home with empty

hands. The machine isn't overpowered, and it's not even HD ready,
but its controller, affectionately
nicknamed the Wii-mote, is what
all the hype is about.
This controller looks like a small
remote control for a TV, with a D-

pad and an A-button, and a Z-trigger on the underside. But this litde
controller has full motion-sensing

technology, in all directions including depth, through the sensor bar
you place on or below the TV. Attached to the Wii-mote is the Nunchuk, the attachment analog stick
to be held in your other hand.
Allowing for backwards com-

patibility, GameCube games will
continue to be supported, with
the Wii having four ports for the
GameCube controls and memory

Mara, a part-time instructor, and
Michael Purves-Smith, an associate professor and a member of the

WLU Wind Ensemble.
After taking his initial bow at
the head of the stage, PurvesSmith started off by saying to his
audience.
"We're going to play three movements from Schunfeld... it's a piece
that's considered unplayable, so
we thought we'd play it," to which
Purves-Smith received thunderous
applause and scattered laughter.
And as he took his seat at the grand
piano he capped off, "Nothing like
a challenge."
The play of Mara and PurvesSmith was nothing short of impres-

Contributed Photo

ANOTHER HAPPY SHOPPER Lineups started early as fans and entrepeneurs camped out for the latest gaming consoles.
-

card slots. The Wii also boasts what
is called the Virtual Console. This
will enable players to download
and play games from Nintendo's
old systems, as well as from the old
Sega Genesis and even the Turbo
GrafX 16.
Most importantly, though, is
the killer app for the Wii. 7he Legend ofZelda: Twilight Princess. The
title is to be released on both the
Gamecube and the Wii, but critics
and those who are lucky enough to
have actually played it say it plays

best on the new console. The game
has an estimated play-through time
of over 70 hours. Seriously, clear
your schedule for about a week.
And again, the Wii-mote seems to
have unlimited uses in game play:
beyond the basic sword fighting is
firing a bow and fishing.
Whichever way that gamers decide to go in the holiday showdown
between the PS3 and Wii, the purchase decision is huge so make
sure you know what you're looking
for in a console.

sive. At one point, he tickled the
ivories so hard they seemed to actually laugh. And as he continued
to press on with the violent fury of
piano riffs, he began to sweat.

This sweat was not of exhaustion, but of a passion. This man was
playing with the grace and virtue of
a man whohad truly given his heart
to music long ago.
The piece they played began to
get angrier and he seemed to dance
the notes in a murderous rampage
down a busy street.
The duet had given the piano

tough love and received spectacular results.
The Laurier Faculty of Music puts
on Music At Noon every Tuesday at
the Maureen Forrester Recital Hall
and admission is free.
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Last Week's Answers
Camp Wayne
Let's make 2007 your best summer
yet Camp Wayne, northeast Pennsylvania, USA. Counselor-Specalists
all Land/Water Sports inc. Tennis;
Golf; Soccer; Outdoor Adventure:
Camping, Mountain Biking, Climbing/Ropes; Roller Hockey; Rocketry;
Arts & Crafts; Watersports: Waterski,
Wakeboard, Sailing, Canoe/Kayaking; Theater; Radio; Video; CDL drivers and more. RN's for our Health
Center. Let's get the ball rolling now!
Online application www.campwayne.
com; E-mail info@campwayne.com;
1-888-549-2963 (519-883-3067).
-

Camp Wayne for Girls
Summer of your life! Camp Wayne
for Girls
Children's sleep-away
camp, Notheast Pennsylvania (6/168/12/07). If you love children and
want a caring, fun environment we
need Counselors and Program Directors for: Tennis, Swimming (W.S.I,
preferred), Golf, Gymnastics, Cheerleading, Drama, High & Low Ropes,
Camping/Nature, Team Sports, Waterskiing, Sailing, Painting/Drawing,
Ceramics, Silkscreen, Printmaking,
Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy, Photography, Sculpture, Guitar, Aerobics, SelfDefense, Video, Piano. Other staff:
Administrative, CDL Driver (21+),
Nurses (RN's and Nursing Students),
Bookkeeper, Mothers' Helper. On
campus Interviews February 7th. Select The Camp That Selects The Best
Staff! Call 1-215-944-3069 or apply
on-line at www.campwaynegirls.com.

Overheard
anything

-

Win K-W Symphony Tickets!
Win 2 tickets to see the K-W Symphony
performance with guest star James Campbell on
December 1st.
Complete the Syd-oko puzzle correctly. The first
two to bring your answers to Angela in the Cord
Office in the basement of Mac House will win

The

Screaming

Beaver
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JUICY?
TELL LAURIER'S
HOTTEST NEW
WEBSITE ABOUT IT.

Christmas Gift Wrappers
Creative individuals, locations Downtown Toronto, North York, Richmond
Hill, Thornhill. Managers to $10.50/
hour bonuses. Wrappers to $8.85/
hour. Full/Part-time, December 1-24.
416-533-9727 or www.torontowraps.
com

overheard@overheardatlaurier.com
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Student Works Painting Territory
Manager
Currently hiring hardworking students.
Don't miss out! Open to all majors.
Great resume builder. Average earnings last summer was $12,200! No
previous experience necessary. Full
training and support provided. Do you
want to get ahead at a young age? Interested? Please call 1-800-698-2770
ASAP and leave a great message to
receive a call back. Deadline Dec. 4
2006.

sarah Bradfield

Member Services Liasion
Full-time contract (min. 1-year) position works closely with the WCRI
membership to foster involvement in
our co-op. Major areas of responsibility: training and education, marketing,
development of member programs.
Some web development and maintenance required. Send cover letter
and rresume to Cary Hubbard at generalmanager@wcri.coop or via fax to
519-888-6398 by December 1, 2006.

10-10-940 Discount Long Distance
Service
Dial 10-10-940 before your long distance call. No contracts or signup.
Calls appear on local Bell bill. 3.9
cents/minute Canada, 4 9 cents/minute. www.lolo94o.com for international rates.
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NEED COMPUTER STUFF?
Waterloo Networks is the studentvoted # 1 source for computer sales,
services and networking. Don't get
hosed by the others
see us first.
Across from the AC. 519-747-5979.

:

-

waterloonetwroks.com

Teach English
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development projects overseas.

International Project Management is the only
postgraduate program in Canada that shows you
how your degree can change theworld.
Call 416-675-6622, ext. 3032 or email
rupeti.das@humber.ca forfurther information.
Apply for all Business Schoolprograms at the
OCAS web site www.ontariocolleges.ca
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whole new level of success.

Lesson
Comprehensive Teaching Materials
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Classroom Management Techniques
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2 Great Pizzas
3

Fabulous Toppings on each Pizza

1-800-779-1779 416-924-3240
/

www.oxfordseminars.com

1 lb. Chicken Wings
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402 King St. N. in Waterloo
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Homophobic
acts childish
Hate crimes have no place in a university community. Universities are
supposed to teach students how to think critically about issues and how to
engage in educated discourse about those issues. And yet, at this particular
institute for higher learning, it seems some students express their opinions
through childish destructive behaviour rather than in an educated forum.
The destructive behaviour in question is the vandalism of posters and
pamphlets belonging to the Rainbow Centre, Laurier's education and advocacy group for the LGBTQ community. Students have repeatedly torn
down posters for the group as well as torn up pamphlets with information

pertaining to the queer community.
Positive Space training is available on campus to those who wish to
learn more about the LGBTQ community as well as the resources available at the Rainbow Centre that haven't been vandalized. While it would
definitely be in the school's best interest to invest in expanding the training
and promoting it more heavily, it is not the sole solution.
In a Utopian society, everyone could live the lives they chose without
fear of persecution because of their race, religion or sexual orientation.
However, individuals not will change their sexist, racist or homophobic
opinions regardless of what those with opposing ideologies may say. It is
realistic to expect especially in a university setting that individuals will
express their opinions, whether controversial or not, in an appropriate forum without resorting to ineffective acts like vandalism.
With the issue of gay marriage on the radar again for parliament, it's
presently an ideal time to allow for open, honest, and educated discussion
about homosexuality and gay marriage in Canada. Instead of resorting to
hate-mongering, the vandals could use this opportunity to express their
views and support their arguments.
One of the most highly-touted aspects of a free and open democracy is a
citizen'sright to free speech. Itallows individuals to express their opinions,
regardless ofhow unpopular or controversial they may be, without fearing
legal repercussions. However, inciting hate against individuals and communities based on their opinions and lifestyles is illegal, and justifiably
so. Instead ofresorting to criminal activity, perhaps the next time vandals
wish to express their disagreement with a certain lifestyle choice, they can
use the skills provided to them by this academic setting and do it in a respectful and productive manner.
-

-

Step up, Allan
It's time for Allan Cayenne to take
a stand. The current president of

WLUSU is now playing a key role
in the WLUSA student unionization talks, to represent student
opinions. However, Cayenne has
indicated that he may only take an
official stance if asked.

Well guess what, Cayenne? The
hundreds of students whose jobs
are affected by these talks are asking for it, since they haven't been
given any other forum in which to
address their concerns. As the president of the Students' Union, Cayenne is responsible for, as the WLU-

SU slogan indicates, "Providing for
the needs of students." Cayenne
needs to proactively establish a setting in which students can indicate
how they feel about the issues at
hand rather than sit back and wait
for students to come to him.
Instead of waiting to be asked
to participate, Cayenne needs to
do exactly what he was elected to
do: represent the voice of students,
and give WLUSA and WLU HR an
informed opinion of what the students want. Take a stand, Allan. The

students need you to.

These unsigned editorials were agreed upon by at least two-thirds of The
Cord's editorial board and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Cord's
volunteers, staff or WLUSP.

Give a dam
UW's mishandling of their beaver crisis is a disgrace to their reputation

EMILIE JOSLIN
GRAPHICS EDITOR

Anyone who knows me knows
that I love beavers. So when I
heard about the University of
Waterloo's decision to trap and
kill the beloved creatures to which
I have dedicated my blog, I was

appalled.
This past Friday, local newspapers and television reports confirmed that UW had indeed hired a
trapper to take the lives of beavers
who had gnawed down a few trees
on its campus. Apparendy the decision to kill the beavers came out
of concern for the school's staff
and students who might get hit
by a falling tree in beaver territory
near Laurel Creek.
Since Friday, four beavers have

been suffocated using methods
that are apparently humane.
But I wonder just how humane
these methods could possibly
be, considering other options the

school could have pursued to deal
with the beavers' tree-chewing
instincts.
According to an article printed
in the Record, UW staff member
Anne Ross and wildliferehabilitator Carole Damms have been in
contact with university administration for two months, in hopes
of finding a solution to this "beaver dilemma" that would ensure
the safety of all parties involved
beavers included.
Unfortunately, it seems there
may have been some resistance
to compromise on the university's
part. While the school claims that
they tried to relocate the beavers before finally deciding to kill
them, Ross and Damms maintain
that no attempts were made to
live-trap and relocate the innocent animals.
-

No matter what the real story is,
all of this controversy puts UW to
shame. It is hard to imagine that
after two months of deliberation
on the subject, "Canada's most
innovative university" (according
to Maclean's magazine) couldn't
come up with a better way to
handle their wildlife management
conflict. It seems like these "leaders of tomorrow" should take a
hint from many farmers across
North America who have devel-

oped ways to deal with flooding
caused by beaver dams without
resorting to killing them. These
solutions range from simple cage
and wire systems that distribute
water, to more complex structures
that prevent beavers from building
dams near roads and busy paths.
However, it seems that the conflict between the former beaver inhabitants and university administration arose out of concern for the
pedestrians along a path on Laurel
Creek. Apparently the university
was worried that some of the trees
the beavers were munching on
might fall on passers-by. But you
have to wonder, just how great of a
threat were these animals? I guess
we'll never really know.
In any case, there are many
ways the university could have
gone about preventing potential
hazardous situations before they
impulsively decided to trap the
animals. Administration should
have tried setting up protective
fencing around tree trunks, or cutting down any trees that seemed
unsafe fallen trees can stimulate
growth of new vegetation. The
decision to trap the beavers was
made too quickly. More consideration on the topic could have
yielded a solution that would respect all members of the UW cam-

pus ecosystem

-

students, staff

and beavers alike.
With its beautiful green campus
grounds, a school like the University of Waterloo should have

a vested interest in the welfare of

its wildlife. Especially when the
school boasts to be building a new
Research Park located beside a
270-acre Environmental Reserve.
Wouldn't it be nice to have some
beavers in thatreserve?
I'm sick of hearing that our national symbol of Canada is "just a
beaver." It's time we all stop dismissing these creatures as "pesky
rodents," and start giving a dam
about the industrious beaver. The
beaver is not just another pretty
face on one side of our nickel;
this animal is an integral part of
our heritage. Beavers are an important part of the environment,
creating wetlands that are home
to a diverse assortment of species.
Students can especially learn a
thing or two from these amazing
animals, who value monogamy,
cleanliness and hard work. When
I feel like giving up in school, the
beaver poster above my desk reminds me to stick to it.
Last month, the alleged presence of a beaver on campus was
the topic of a light-hearted article
in UW's student newspaper the
Imprint. Although the story, "The
changing faces of the campus bea-

ver," is evidence of UW students'
interest in beavers, perhaps the
article's failure to seriously investigate the issue was shortsighted,
considering the drastic measures
UW's administration has taken to
ensure the beavers' extermination.
I'm sure the Imprint will redeem
itself this week. You can't ignore
the impact these beavers have had
on the community both on and
-

off campus.

In memory of the campus beavers who lost their lives at the
hands of an ignorant and intolerant university administration, UW

students are holding a memorial
today at noon in the student life
centre. I'll see you there.

letters@cordweekly.com
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Net neutrality worth fightingfor

Free and open nature of Internet could be jeopardized by media giants

JEREMY

TREMBLAY

ON THE VERGE

Over the past decade, the Internet
has changed the way we look for
and are exposed to information. No
other source makes so much available to us on demand, especially at
such a low cost.
However, the way we access
the Internet may be on the verge
of changing so drastically that it
no longer functions as we know
it. Recently, the fight taking place
in the United States to control the
Internet's content moved its way
north of the border, with little notice taken.

The battle is taking place over
the existence of net neutrality. The
concept of net neutrality is that the
Internet operates as a "dumb" network. This means that packets of information are sent and received in
the ordertheir requests were made:
none are filtered out or reordered.
Essentially, this means that we
can experience the Internet uni-

formly: no web sites or Internet
services experience faster speeds
than others because of your Internet connection. The smallest web
sites are as easily accessed as the
largest.
Pippa Lawson, executive director

ofthe Canadian Internet Policy and
Public Interest Law Clinic, told the
Canadian Press that "right now, the
Internet is almost a perfect, universal democracy."
If Canadian telecommunications
giants such as Bell, Rogers and
Telus get their way, though, this will
no longer be the case.
In the United States, telecom
companies like AT&T and Verizon
were able to convince Congress
to get rid of the law protecting net
neutrality. It stated that the provider of infrastructure, stretching from
road and rail builders to electric
and telephone companies, has no
control over the content and service passing over its networks.
"[Bell Canada's] position on network diversity/neutrality is that it
should be determined by market
forces, not regulation" wrote Jacqueline Michelis, a spokeswoman
for Bell Canada, to the Canadian

"There's clear incentive there for
those who have the economic interests to discriminate. That's why
it's necessary to ensure that there's
a level playing field and you have
to do that legislatively," says University of Ottawa professor Michael
Geist, a specialist in Internet law.
Currently, Maxime Bernier, Minister of Industry, is reviewing a report from the Telecommunications
Policy Review Panel, which was appointed by the federal government
to investigate changes to the Tele-

Press.

and open nature of the Internet.
We are in an especially difficult
situation if net neutrality is lost;

Those advocating net neutrality
feel uneasy about this viewpoint.
If the information passing through
the Internet were not regulated,
companies in control of the networks would be able to control
content and amass a large fortune
doing so.
Companies could speed up access to services and web sites which

they own or they could charge other
web sites to speed up their content,
while slowing other content down.

communications Act.
Recommendations in the report
include replacing a clause prohib-

iting "unjust discrimination" that
holds little clout in preventing net

neutrality from being lost.
Even some of the Internet's largest providers of content, such as
Google, Microsoft and Yahoo!, are
against the loss of net neutrality,
arguing that it will destroy the free

many Canadians live in regions
with Internet service being provided by only one or two companies.
Consumers who wish to be able
to continue to take advantage of the
Internet as it currently exists need to
communicate both to corporations
and to the government that the loss
of net neutrality is unacceptable.

Contributed Photo

NEUTRAL TERRITORY Certain web sites may take longer to load if
net neutrality is lost in Canada.
-
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Letters to the Editor
Where the F is
the crossword?
I was just wondering what the hell
happened to the crossword? For
those of us who are mathemati-

cally challenged a Sudoko puzzle is
not cutting it. I used to derive great
pleasure from doing the crosswords in my Wednesday afternoon
class instead of paying attention
but now I am forced to learn. Even
though I was tempted to complain
before about the crossword because
sometimes the letters did not fit or
certain blocks were left blank at
least I had something to work with.
This week nothing! Quit slacking
off and give us a damn crossword
so I can feel smart again because
the Toronto Star is clearly too hard.
Thanks for your consideration.
-Kenna Bromley
Editors Note: The Cord is currently
looking to hire a volunteer to create
weekly crosswords. Apply at the Student Publications office at the bottom ofMacDonald House.

Fire Faqiri
As a new and occasional reader of
the Cord I was disappointed to see
"The Attacks on Gaza were Careless" by YusufFaqiri. The presentation of this tragic event was biased
and appeared to be a product of
the Hezbollah/Hamas hate industry. His article was not news but

propoganda.
For example, Faqiri blames Israel
for not doing enough to avoid civilians when targeting rocket launching sites but he neglects to censure
the Palestinian rocketeers for the
attacks which prompted this disaster. These rocketeers hide among
their own people, then when
their own people, the innocents,
are killed they blame Israel. It's a
classic guerilla tactic: provoke an
overreaction and then incite rage
among the very people these guerillas used as bait. Note, too, that
Palestinian rockets are aimed at
residential areas and that they are
launched by shadowy groups that
hide in their own population. The
only time these groups apologize
is when Muslims are killed. This is
racist. This is terrorism.
These disaffected young men and
sometimes women have been subjected to a life of propaganda. Their
schools instill hate. Their religion

instills hate. They are supported by
Iran which thinks that Israel should
be wiped off the map. Social pressures to conform are overwhelming
for these young people with the result that they can't break out of this
fabricated ideology without being
ostracized. They become victims
of the cynical Imams and Mullahs
who promise a life after death in
paradise after a glorious martyr's
death. These cynics welcome the
deaths of innocents, their own people, so they can glorify them, fuel
rage, and recruit more members.

Thus, hate breeds more hate.
In conclusion, I object to our
press freedoms being used to disseminate propoganda. This writer
should not have space to twist
things to his purpose. He should
be fired for his inability to escape
from his narrow and biased views.
To give him a forum to publish such
nonsense sullies the reputation of

offensive / ignorant / misogynistic article which will clearly raise the ire of
many readers. 2) Making a concerted
effort to chronicle more campus related events and interests (such as fundraisers, concerts, cultural events) and
perhaps even review them afterwards
in a balanced and educated fashion.
Perhaps if the Cord turned this
surprisingly critical eye on itself it

your paper.

couldraise its own reputation frombeing considered bathroom material to

-Rick Hall,

worthy journalism.

Georgetown, Ontario
-Evan Mitchell

Cord should turn
critical eye inward

Letters Policy:
All letters to the editor must be signed
and submitted with the author's name,
student identification number, and
telephone number. Letters must be
received by 12:00pm Monday via email
to letters@cordweekly.com or through

our website at www.cordweekly.com.
Letters must not exceed 350 words.
The Cord reserves the right to editany
letter for brevity and clarity. Spelling and
grammar will be corrected. The Cord
reserves the right to reject any letter,
in whole or in part.The Cord reserves
the right to not publish material that is
deemed to be libelous or in contravention with the Cord's Code of Ethics or
journalistic standards.
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Pictorial.

I'm sorry, I didn't realize the Cord
was such an authority on grammatical correctness! I seem to have been

led to believe otherwise by countless
spelling and grammatical mistakes
affecting everything from front page
articles to crossword puzzles (not to
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sider: 1) Attempting to go three
weeks without printing a blatantly

knowledge, skills and management tools
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resources department.
I lumber can prepare you for professional designation/
accreditation by the Human Resources Professionals
Association of Ontario (HRPAO).
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mention incorrect citation of your
sources, in "The Vocal Cord" you misspell' Seanna Kennedy's name, far
more personally insulting than BACCHUS' simple improper word choice)
which would imply a less than stellar
As for preaching about reputation,
before you insult the integrity of an
organization which nobly strives
to protect students through education and action you should con-
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Don't pick your nose
Whether there are health benefits to picking your nose and eating the end
product is up for debate, but either way, the practice is just plain gross

In the park, I saw that as a mom
threw away her garbage her son
quickly picked his nose and ate
the snot before she came back. As
I walked away, I was so disgusted

you can get to places you just can't
reach with a handkerchief, keeping
your nose far cleaner," and, "Eating
the dry remains ofwhat you pull out
is a great way of strengthening the
body's immune system. The nose
is a filter in which a great deal of
bacteria is collected, and when this
mixture arrives in the intestines it
works just like a medicine."
Unfortunately, many medical
professionals are sticking to the be-

and said to myself, "Ewww, that's

lief that people should simply not

gross and this kid should not be doing that!"
I realized that, while growing up,
I've seen other kids doing the same
thing, but I can't help being grossed
out and wonder why people develop this habit. It turns out that
researchers from the University
of Wisconsin were wondering the
same thing.
When reading the article entitled
"Picking Your Nose" I discovered
that this fascination and curios-

eat their snot to avoid germs and

CHRISTINE SUIZE
GREEK PHILOSOPHER

ity led them to create and mail out
1,000 surveys to Dane County, Wisconsin. The cover letter mentioned
how the University of Wisconsin
was conducting a survey on rhinotillexomania, which is commonly
known as nose-picking. Surprisingly enough, 254 of the surveys
that were mailed were filled out
and returned.
According to the survey, 91 percent of the respondents stated that
they had picked their nose in the
past and were still actively practicing this habit, yet only 49.2 percent
actually thought that nose-picking was common in adults. And
25.6 percent pick their noses daily,
while 22.3 percent do it two to five
times each day, and three people
admitted to doing it at least hourly.
Finally, eight percent of the respondents actually admitted to eating
the end product.
Based on the results of this
study, the researchers concluded
that nose picking is a custom that is
practiced almost everywhere, even
though most people don't admit to
it and that boogers are tasty.
Besides being deemed as a
gross habit, there are some potential risks caused by engaging in this
activity.
According to the article entided "Can You Die Picking Your
Nose?" one danger of nose-picking is that it is possible to break the

skin, allowing infections to enter
into the base of the brain.
If a nasal infection were to go
into your body, a condition called
intracranial
thrombophlebitis
might develop. Here, the junction
point (the joining of other veins including ones that drain blood from
your brain) is blocked, and in some
cases can result in disfigurement.
However, Austrian lung specialist Dr. Friedrich insists that we
ignore the traditional mindset that
picking your nose and eating it is a
gross or taboo thing.
Friedrich claims that these two
actions are healthy and beneficial
for two reasons. "With the finger,

argue that it is "just plain gross to
pick your nose and eat it."
Personally, I still believe picking your nose and eating it is bad
for you. Most medical experts and
professionals also believe this since
snot contains germs that make us

sick.
Not only that, but I find the
whole concept to be gruesome.
Besides, there is little evidence to
support Dr. Friedrich's theory, so
there's no point in being risque and
practicing his suggested ritual. To
be on the safe side, don't be picking
your noses and eating it because
you might just get sick.

prevent you from getting sick. The
article "Bone Up on Boogers" sup-

ported this theory since they mentioned that snot is mucus and helps
to trap in infections that we inhale
to prevent them from entering our
lungs. Also, these medical experts

Sydney Helland

GOLD DIGGER

-

Picking your nose may be satisfying, but it's unhealthy.
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Sex-trade

industry
should be
legalized,
protected
Instead of arresting prostitutes, money should go
towards protecting the industry and its workers
in today's society and is defined as
"physical work donewiththe hands,
especially in an unskilled job such
as fruit and vegetable picking, road
building, or any other field where
the work may be considered physically arduous, and which has as its
objective the production of goods."
Could prostitution in the form of
manual stimulation not fit this

MIKHA SKOGSTAD
UBC OKANAGAN

THE PHOENIX

KELOWNA, B.C. (CUP)

In order to understand prostitution, it
is necessary to first acknowledge
the kaleidoscopic tendencies of
—

definition?

the occupation: prostitution can be
liberating or suppressive, lucrative

It is imperative to consider that
the definition of sex is shifting in
conjunction with our metamorphic
society. We have come to a time
in history when sex can be experienced between two people who are
thousands of kilometres apart.

or exploitative, gende or abusive.
Women may be "acquired" through

the aid of a high-cost escort service, the lure of a glowing red light,
or the easy-access of a grimy street
corner.
Some women enter willingly
into the industry, some are coerced
and some feel they have no other
choice. What these women have in
common is that they are all human

Does this not point towards the
realization that sex can be experienced non-genitally between two
people? So, if sex can be considered
in a non-genital context, could genitalia not therefore be considered

beings: they deserve to have agency
over their bodies and the actions of
these bodies.
Prostitution needs to be evaluated in terms of what it truly is: not
love making, but straight-up sex.
That is all. A sociologist by the name
of Zatz accurately defines prostitution as "attending to the sexual desires of a particular individual (or
individuals) with bodily acts in exchange for payment of money."
Manual labour is still acceptable

as non-sexual?

This mind frame supports the
idea that prostitution can, and
should be, considered solely as an
exchange of labour and money between individuals.
This may sound brash to some,
but it follows the ideologies that
have created our current society. If
we are to succeed in the world, it is
vital that we become accustomed
to the capitalist manner that has
come to define all things tangible.
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rights.
It is due to hegemonic sexual
and economic practices that prostitution has come to be seen as a
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protection as well as teach alternative job option skills for those who
wish to retire.
We could enforce an age limit to
protect the young, impressionable
girls who find themselves lost in
the sex-trade industry, as well as attempt at putting a cap on the trend
of immigrant sex workers who are
unwillingly introduced to the trau-

prostitution outside the realms of
gender inequality and centred in
a protective system of personal
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For full-time undergraduates...

marginalized sexual groups, then
what would be the problem? If we
were able to provide protective
sanctions for the people within
the sex-trade industry, prostitution
could reinvent itself as a domain of
personal agency.
The abuse that female sex workers have suffered is infinite. If prostitution were legalized we would be
able to establish a safe environment
for sex-trade workers wherein we
could provide physical and sexual

we would most likely see a more
diverse and acceptable system of

Bl
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of women, ethnic minorities, and

distribution of funds and personal
freedom amongst the genders,
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If prostitution were no longer
contingent with the exploitation

ceived that it is hard to believe it
would not have flourished in the
same way as it has today. However,
if there were to have been an equal
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rounding prostitution.

while assessing the issue of prostitution. To those who believe that
prostitution only perpetuates the
cycle of female exploitation, ask
yourself: what would you propose
prostitution would look like today if
the women of our heritage had had
equal authority over income and
personal agency?
Prostitution is so universally re-
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bastion of female exploitation. We
need to change the discourse sur-

We also may want to take into consideration the economic position
of women in our blemished past
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SHE WORKS HARD FOR HER MONEY -Legalizing prostitution would give more power to women.
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connecting you

ma of prostitution.

Enforcing regular STI testing for
both the employees and customers
of the industry while insisting upon
condom use would further ensure
the safety of the workers.
It is obscene to waste government funds arresting these women,
when in reality we should be investing these monies into the improvement of these women's rights and
work environments.
It is time to bite the bullet and accept the fact that this centuries-old
tradition isn't about to be eradicated. We need to shift our efforts onto
the protection of the women in
the sex trade, as well as those who
are trying to escape it. We need to

change prostitution from an obligation to a choice.
If women are entering the sex
trade based solely on their own
free will and are making the choice
based on educated reasoning, we
have no right to judge their actions.

letters@cordweekly. com
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And the iXpress will connect to other
Grand River Transit buses. So you
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Do you have a great idea for how to improve your university experience
but lack the money to match your vision?

The Arts Student Advancement Program (ASAP)
is a fund designed by students to help enhance the educational experience
and opportunities for undergraduates within the Faculty of Arts.
Deadline Dates:

October 1, 2006
December 1, 2006
February 1, 2007
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